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This paper will investigate the need for special
procedures required by Governmental regulations for the
removal of lead paint. A historical background on lead paint
and the associated health problems it has and can cause will
be discussed in order to familiarize the reader with the grave
circumstances of not correctly handling this form of hazardous
waste
.
Various techniques of paint removal will be discussed
along with complete paint removal to total paint
encapsulation. The paper will not select the best overall
method, as this is user dependent. However, the paper will
offer the user/owner a selection of methods, each described in
detail with comparitive costs. It is up to the user/owner to
select the appropriate method based on the future use of the
structure and the money available for the project. The
described methods in this paper will only assist in that
select ion
.
Furthermore, it should be noted that this paper is done
using current Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and
Florida Department of Environmental Regulation (FDER)
regulations and guidelines. Any change in these two entity's
policies will effect the procedures discussed and should
therefore be considered during future use.

CHAPTER ONE
The use of lead base paint is wide spread throughout the
United States. Although the utilization of lead in the
production of house paints has been eliminated, it is still
used for marine product paints and in the protection of steel
from corrosion. Even though house paints currently do not
contain lead paint, it can not be concluded that all housing
projects will be free from lead paint contamination. Lead
paint from housing is still the major cause of lead poisoning
in children today, especially in the low income sections of
our cities. 1
The same lead paint that causes lead poisoning in
children is also the cause of lead poisoning in adults,
especially in the construction industry. There are four
common means of exposure for the construction worker, they
are:
1) Ingestion of lead paint particles
2) Inhalation of lead paint dust
3) Inhalation of lead from gases released during welding
or similar processes
4) Contaminated drinking water
1
"Hearings before the Subcommittee on Health and the
Environment", One Hundred Second Congress, H.R. 2840, U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1991, page 25

There are other obvious forms of lead poisoning, however
they do not relate to the scope of this paper.
It is interesting to note at this point that lead paint
poisoning was diagnosed prior to the 1960's when it became
almost epidemic in the inner cities. Discussions of lead
poisoning due to the work and the environment have been noted
as far back as the 1890's in Australia. The specific cause of
the lead poisoning eluded researchers for approximately ten
years until a link was established between ingestion of paint
by children and lead poisoning. Even though extensive
research was performed, th'is link was ignored and viewed
skeptically by the public and even the medical profession.
This lack of attention by the public and medical
community could be attributed to many factors but the main
factors were that it effected people in low income areas or
the lead industry itself (where it was expected). National
interest did not occur until lead poisoning of children was
tied to the Civil Rights movement of the 1960's. However,
this interest focussed on children with little or no attention
being given to the construction industry worker. Then,
beginning with the early 1970's through passage of the
1
Ibid, page 52
Lin-Fu, Jane S., "Children Today", U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, Jan-Feb 1979, page 1
Ibid, page 2

Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA), 29 U.S. Code,
national attention began to place an interest in lead paint
effects on the construction industry.
In comparing OSHA, EPA and FDER regulations the more
specific of the three is OSHA. Both the EPA and FDER refer to
general sections dealing with hazardous materials or gases. On
the other hand, OSHA is very specific and safety guidelines
for workers and the surrounding environment. Recently, the
U.S. Navy, Naval Facilities Engineering Command has released
very specific requirements for lead paint removal on its'
structures. All these regulations are fairly recent and will
be studied in depth later in this paper. The point to be made
is that this sometimes fatal poisoning has been diagnosed for




To understand the specific regulations effecting lead
paint removal a comprehension of how lead poisons the human
system is required. This portion of the paper will also
highlight many of the symptoms of lead poisoning along with
long range physical and mental handicaps that result from the
lead poisoning.
As discussed in Chapter 1, the main cause of lead
introduction to the human body is through some form of
ingestion. This could be due to inhalation of particles,
dust, gases or some other form of ingestion. Ingestion itself
can occur in many ways:
1) Eating and swallowing of paint chips themselves
2) Paint dust contaminating food and water
From ingestion, the lead is then digested in the stomach and
absorbed into the blood system. Once in the blood system, the
lead initially has the highest accumulation in the liver and
kidneys but eventually finds its' way to the brain and bones.
Even though there are obvious affects on the first two organs
mentioned, they can be treated successfully. However,
absorption by the bone is long lasting and can cause relapses

of lead poising for decades. Effects on the brain range from










DIAGRAM 1: WAYS IN WHICH LEAD CAN ENTER THE BODY
5 Health Hazard Evaluation Report, HETA 91-209-2249,
"Seaway Painting Inc. Annapolis, Maryland", United States
Government Printing Office, 1992, page 11

The severity of the lead poisoning is associated with the
measurable amount of lead in the blood system. This
measurement is called a blood lead level or BLL and is
measured in millions of a gram per deciliter (ug/dl). The
exact amount of lead in ug/dl within a humans system that
causes lead poisoning seams to be in dispute. From reviewing
numerous articles dealing with the matter a specific safe
level was not apparent. However, upper levels for adults and
children were established and based on research.
This upper level for adults, 40 ug/dl, is the benchmark
used by the federal regulators in the monitoring of lead paint
removal. Discussions on specific times for measurement of
BLL will be discussed later, however, the effects of exceeding
this level are as follows:
constipation and vomiting
apathy to hyperactivity
damage to central nervous system
hearing loss
convulsions and hemorrhaging
premature birth of children
severe headaches
"House Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures", One
Hundred Second Congress, H.R. 2922, U.S. Government, page 148
7 Health Hazard Evaluation Report, HETA 91-209-2249,
"Seaway Painting Inc., Annapolis Maryland, U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1992, page 12

8) death
There are other effects on children but this paper is
concerned with the adult and how he/she reacts to lead
8 9poisoning.
A documented case of lead poisoning and how it occurs
might best explain how serious of a problem it can be. The
case involves a family renovating their own home, however,
there are similarities to how paint is removed incorrectly
from a structure if not informed of the paint's lead content.
"A couple, with children and a pet, buy their first home
as a haven for their family. They do some renovations,
remove some paint, and paint the house. After living
their for a few months the mother experiences a
miscarriage. The doctor can find nothing wrong. Later
the children begin experiencing flu like symptoms and the
pet goes into a coma. The family takes the pet to a
veterinarian who runs tests and determines the pet has
lead poisoning. The veterinarian advises the couple to
be tested by a doctor who determines they all suffer from
some form of lead poisoning."
Hearing before the Employment and Housing Subcommittee,
One Hundred Second Congress, First Session, U.S. Government
Printing Office, 29 April 1991, page 42
9 Lin-Fu, Jane S., "Children Today", U.S. Department of
Health Education and Welfare, Jan-Feb 1979, page 3
Hearing before the Employment and Housing Subcommittee,
One Hundred Second Congress, First Session, U.S. Government
Printing Office, 29 April 1991, page 44

As shown by this example, improper lead paint removal
procedures are medically harmful. Furthermore, if left
untreated these effects can permanently effect a person and
even become fatal.
The family mentioned on the previous page did little to
protect themselves during the renovation. Cloths were draped
to catch the paint chips but constant traffic through the work
area carried small chips and dust throughout the house. While
removing the paint, no one used masks to protect themselves
from inhalation of dust or ingestion of small paint particles.
Simple precautions such as closing off the room to traffic and
wearing a mask could have prevented this tragedy.
As shown on the following page, there has been recent
increase in the number of cases involving lead poisoning.
Although not all of these can be attributed to lead paint
removal, the rise of this phenomenon should strike an alarm in
an industry that is heavily involved with renovation of
buildings. There is talk that lead paint abatement will be
the asbestos of the 1990's but I believe through proper
removal procedures combined with adequate precautions the
expense of asbestos like removal can be avoided.
The following chapters will discuss various methods of
removal and associated precautions that must be taken with the
Hearing before the Subcommittee on Select Revenue
Measures, One Hundred Second Congress, H.R. 2922, U.S.
Government Printing Office, July 1992, page 46
8

removal process. From these selections a person can choose
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12 Hearing before the Subcommittee on Select Revenue
Measures, One Hundred Second Congress, Second Session, H.R.
2922, U.S. Printing Office, 1992, page 96

CHAPTER 3
This chapter will discuss various strategies of lead
paint removal from a structure. The majority of this type of
work will be exterior to a building or a structure but it also
can be used for interior work of buildings. In dealing with
lead paint there are four strategies that should be considered
13prior to selecting the actual method of removal.
Maintenance in Place
This option is to be considered only if the paint in
place has not deteriorated. Visually it appears as if the
paint has been recently applied with only minor scratches and
dirt build-up being the only signs of wear and tear.
Preparation of the surface is limited to cleaning via
some form of washing. At no time should the surface be
subjected to an abrasion for limited removal. After proper
cleaning occurs a topcoating should be applied that is
compatible with the existing lead based paint.
Advantages of this method are obvious. Since no paint is
being removed it does not require specific procedures for lead
paint removal. Furthermore, there is no contamination of the
job site by lead paint removal residue. Depending upon the
actual condition of the existing lead paint and quality of the
13 Trimber, Kenneth A. , " Indus t
r
ial Lead Paint Removal
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EXISTING SURFACE THAT WOULD ONLY REQUIRE MAINTENANCE IN PLACE
topcoat, this strategy could provide proper encapsulation of
the lead paint for five years or more.
.
The major disadvantage of this strategy is that the lead
paint could still be future environmental problem if proper
maintenance does not occur or if regulations become more
st r ingent .
Maintenance In Place with Limited Repair
This strategy should be considered when the surface in
question is exhibiting limited deterioration of surface paint.
This includes some pealing and/or minor cracking of the
painted surface. The amount of pealing of cracking should be
less than 5% of the painted surface. If a greater amount is
14 Naval Facilities Engineering Command Presentation on
Lead Paint Removal Handout, October 1990
11

detected maintenance in place with limited repair is not the
suggested strategy.
Removal of the cracking and chipping paint is normally
performed via hand and/or minor power tools. The remainder of
the existing surface should then be washed in accordance with
industry standards. In order for the final product to have a
smooth finish, minor putty work may be required in those areas
receiving the repair work.
Topcoating then occurs in similar fashion as described in
the Maintenance in Place method. Advantages to this strategy
are minimum requirements for lead paint removal and clean-up.
Costs are reduced by repairing only the needed areas and using
the existing paint as a base.
Disadvantages include those presented in the prior
strategy along with the costs associated with the minimum
amount of hazardous waste (lead paint chips) generated.
Limited Removal
This strategy should be invoked whenever deterioration of
the primer and substrate is greater than 5% for the surface
area considered. The decision between this approach and
complete removal is to be based on costs and predicted
maintainability of the non-deteriorated existing lead paint.
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Presentation on





EXISTING SURFACE EXHIBITING MORE THAN 5% DETERIORATION
Removal of the deteriorated lead based paint can be
carried out by a number of different techniques. Selection of
which technique to use should be based in the overall size of
the job and associated costs. However, whatever technique is
selected some form of removal containment, personnel
protection and hazardous waste disposal will be required.
Advantages and disadvantages of this method are similar
to those discussed in the previous strategy with the
advantages being minimized to some degree and the
disadvantages growing in magnitude.
13

These first three methods that have been described all
have the major disadvantage of maintaining a structure with
lead paint that has been encapsulated. This could result in
future removal costs in excess of what it would cost to remove
it today along with a potential for future environmental
impact depending upon new EPA and FDER regulations or
interpretations. This leads to the final strategy:
Complete Removal
As the name of the strategy implies, lead paint is
completely removed from the structure by some technique or if
wood siding is the object of the job, removal of the siding
itself could be an option. The selected technique again
should be based on all costs associated with the removal,
clean-up and repainting.
The major advantage to this strategy is a structure free
from lead paint and all the medical and environmental impacts
associated with that hazardous substance.
Cost is the major disadvantage. Containment and
containment removal along with personnel protection and
disposal of the lead paint could add up to a dollar figure
that is more than 25% of the overall project costs.
Now that strategies have been discussed the actual type
of removal method must be selected. These methods are varied
17 U.S. Department of Commerce, "Lead Paint Abatement
Costs", U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979, page 89
14

and have their own particular advantages and disadvantages




Currently, costs associated with removal and disposal of
lead paint from residential, non-residential and industrial
can range anywhere from $3.00 per square foot to $10.00 per
IS
square foot. This cost is highly dependent upon the
technique used and could increase if abatement procedures are
not correctly followed. The following techniques or methods
are those currently being used in the industry today. Some of
the examples given will be from personnel experience and will
state such at that time.
Hand Tool Cleaning
This includes any manually operated scrapping, sanding or
impact type of tool being applied to the surface for removal
of the lead based paint. The cost and duration of this
process is dependent upon:
- wage rates of the workers involved in the removal
amount of abatement and personnel protection
required
- square footage of lead paint removal area
This method is best suited for the three strategies
previously discussed that deal with limited lead paint
10
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Presentation on
Lead Paint Removal, October 1990
19 U.S. Department of Commerce, "Guidelines for Cost-
Effective Lead Paint Abatement", U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1979, page 29
16

removal. Time constraints make it unfavorable for complete
removal practices unless the paint is in such disrepair that
scrapping can be accomplished easily and quickly.
From personnel experience of two contracts that were
managed at my last duty station, this method is both cost
effective and simple. It does not get involved with detailed
removal plans, however, a "certified industrial hygienist"
approved removal plan was required. (This requirement by the




Personnel protection was limited to goggles, surgical
masks and protective clothing. The lead chips were collected
daily and placed in a storage drum along with any contaminated
material. These drums, when full, were collected and disposed
in accordance with FDER and EPA requirements. The objective
of both of these contracts was removal on areas where paint
failure had occurred and encapsulation of the remaining lead
paint .




This process is used in conjunction with the hand tools
mentioned above. When paint is heated sufficiently, it
softens, swells and/or blisters to a point that it can easily
be removed by a scrapper. This device is similar to a hair
dryer in concept but is manufactured for commercial and
industrial use.
Caution should be used when considering this device for
lead paint removal. Temperatures should not exceed those
where the lead in the paint is released as a gas that could be
inhaled by the operator or other workers. An air sample
should be taken during a demonstration of the heat gun's use
to determine if respirators would be required.
If the situation described above does not occur, this
method should decrease the time involved for removing the lead
paint. Depending upon the thickness of the paint layers, this
method could be used for complete removal on certain types of
jobs .
It should be noted that research has indicated that this
21
method of removal is safe and does not pose a fire hazard.
Besides the use of protective gloves the same requirements as
used in hand scrapping are applicable. However, even though
data indicates that this is a safe method of operation, care
in
U.S. Department of Commerce, "Lead Paint Abatement
Costs: Some Technical and Theoretical Considerations", U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1979, page 35
21 Ibid, page 35
18

is advised around older wooden structures where the heat of
the gun could possibly cause combustion concerns.
12 GAL'-= STEEL PLATE
DRILL HOLES THROUGH BARS
AND BASE PLATES. MOUNT BARS
AND BASE PLATES WITH WING




METHOD USED TO JOIN TWO SMALL HEAT GUNS 22
Power Tool Cleaning
Loose paint is removed by the application of power-
operated impact, grinding, or brushing tools. This method has
a time advantage over hand tools. Also, these tools are
usually more effective in the removal operation but have a
tendency to gouge wood if used incorrectly.
Another disadvantage in the comparison with hand tools is
the scattering of paint chips over a wider drop area causing
O'Bright, Alan, "Paint Removal from Wood Siding", Tech
Notes: U.S. Department of the Interior, U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1986, page 4
23 Naval Facilities Engineering Command Presentation on
Lead Paint Removal Handout, 1990
19

larger clean-up problems and the possibility of creating a
fine dust which would require the use of respirators and
containment
.
Power Tool Cleaning with Vacuum Attachment
The same power tools described above are used within a
25localized vacuum equipped containment. This containment
system surrounds only the tool itself. The overall effect is
a large reduction in paint dust and scattering of chips is not
as great
.
These type of tools are expensive and require special
training for proper operation. Use of these tools does not
guarantee that OSHA or FDER will not require respirators and
additional containment. Also, for proper vacuum operation the
process is slow and the time advantage gained by power tools
over hand tools is minimized.
Chemical Strippers
There are many types of chemical paint strippers on the
current market. They all perform in the same basic manner.
The chemical is applied to the structure via spraying or some
form of troweling operation. A period of time is then allowed
to elapse and then the chemical along with the removed paint
is scrapped from the structure. This residue (without the
24 Code of Federal Regulations [1989], 29 CFR, Part
1910.1025, Washington D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office,
page 158
25 Naval Facilities Engineering Command Presentation on
Lead Paint Removal Handout, 1990
20

presence of lead paint) is a hazardous waste itself and must
26
be dealt with appropriately.
Although this is an easy and quick process it does have
many drawbacks. As already discussed the residue produced is
a hazardous waste. Complete removal of the paint on the
structure is not guaranteed and other forms of removal may be
required. Plus, other problems, if not properly applied. The
best way to discuss this is to give a brief outline of a Navy
contract job that went bad.
The U.S. Navy let a job to have the paint removed from
the Admiral's Quarters on one of their bases. After the first
application of the stripper it was noted by all parties that
very little paint was removed. The contractor stated that
this was due to the thickness of the paint on the building and
further applications would be required (paint thickness was in
excess of 1/8" in places).
After repeated applications of the stripper and a
satisfactory job had been accomplished. This is where things
began to happen. Areas of wood that had been cleanly stripped
in the first application had become soaked with the stripper
causing three things:
1) much of the wood work was saturated with stripper
26 Consumer Product Safety Commission, "Stripping Paint
from Wood", U.S. Government Printing Office, 1991
21

2) the wood leached this chemical after the
containment system had been removed and
contaminated the ground surrounding the Quarters
3) the wood repelled painting efforts by the
contractor
This is an indication of what could go wrong in using a
chemical stripper. The owner must be sure the contractor is
trained in this area of paint removal and the contractor needs
to determine if chemical stripping is appropriate for the type
of job.
Open Expendable Abrasive Blast Cleaning
This method of paint stripping involves the use of
compressed air to propel abrasive particles against the
painted surface. The abrasive particles are usually sand or
some other form of inexpensive grit since the media along with
the paint debris will be disposed of after operation.
Advantages of this method are ease of operation and an
evenly cleaned surface if used properly. The reduction in
time and personnel required usually offset the cost of the
machine and the media.
Disadvantages are many. The operation causes the paint
to become a fine dust that will require the operator to wear
a breathing apparatus. If the concentrations of dust




system around the operations will also be required.
Additionally, the amount of hazardous waste created by this
process has been greatly increased. The abrasive material is
mixed with the lead paint particles making the entire mixture
a hazardous waste. These additional precautions result in an
increased cost that may exceed expectations.
Open Recyclable Abrasive Blast Cleaning
Recyclable Abrasive Cleaning is very similar to the
previous method with the exception being that the abrasive
media used is recyclable. Typically the media used is
metallic and a magnetic retrieval system is used to separate
28
and retrieve the media from the debris.
This method's advantage over the previous process is the
separation of media from the hazardous lead paint debris. It
is not achieved without cost. The separation machine is an
additional expense and time is consumed in separating the
media from the debris. All the other disadvantages remain.
A variation of this process is the use of ice pellets as
the media which requires no retrieval, however, a damn type
containment system is required to hold the water once the ice
me 1 ts .
27 Conversation with C.W. Salmon, FDER Air Program
Compliance Coordinator, Northwest District, 29 April 1993
28 U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, "Health
Hazard Evaluation Report, Seaway Painting, Inc., Annapolis
Maryland", U.S. Government Printing Office, 1992, page 4
23

CONTAINMENT SYSTEM FOR ABRASIVE BLASTING OF A WATER TANK 29
29 U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, "Health
Hazard Report Evaluation, Seaway Painting Inc., Annapolis
Maryland", U.S. Government Printing Office, 1992, figure 1
24

EXHAUST PLENUM AND WORKER IN PROTECTIVE SUIT30
Abrasive Blast Cleaning with Vacuum
A closed system by which the blast nozzle is tightly
fitted into a localized containment assembly which is equipped
with a vacuum system. All dust, abrasive and paint debris are
collected simultaneously by the vacuum operation.
This system can use either non-recyclable or recyclable
abrasive. The more efficient of the two would be the later.
Removing the abrasive from the debris reduces the amount of
hazardous waste produced.
Blast cleaning with a vacuum is a very slow process in
that the operator must stay in close proximity of the surface
in order that all debris along with the abrasive is collected.
Any deviation will cause a breach in the containment system.
The operator is still required to wear breathing apparatus and
a suit, however, a full containment may not be required.
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, "Health
Hazard Evaluation Report, Seaway Painting Inc., Annapolis,
Maryland", U.S. Government Printing Office. 1992, figure 3
Naval Facilities Engineering Command Presentation on
Lead Paint Removal, Handout, 1990
25

Wet Abrasive Blast Cleaning
Water is injected into the compressed air/abrasive
mixture prior to contacting the painted surface. This process
eliminates the dust created during normal abrasive blasting
procedures. The advantage gained by the water injection is
offset by the fact that a catch basin system must be created
to collect the water, debris and abrasive mixture for proper
hazardous waste disposal.
Increased cost is incurred in the disposal process due to
the magnitude of lead tainted water waste created. A process
of filtering the water-debris mixture prior to drumming for
hazardous waste is available but it is very time consuming.
Stripping must be kept at a pace that does not exceed the
filtering process and containment capacity if it is done on
the job site.
Pressure Water Jetting
Pressurized water is directed against the surface to
remove the paint. This operation can be divided into three
groups
:
1) low pressure: less than 10,000 psi
2) high pressure: 10,000 to 20,000 psi
3) ultra high pressure: above 20,000 psi
32 Naval Facilities Engineering Command Presentation on
Lead Paint Removal, Handout, 1990
26

The same disadvantage described in the previous method
applies. Since the process does not use an abrasive the
filtering is more efficient but still tedious.
High pressured water is not advisable on housing type
structures. The water will find small seams between walls,
windows and doors, causing damage to the interior of the
structure. If water seepage will cause damage to the interior
of any structure, no matter how it is constructed, pressure
water jetting should not be considered an option for the
removal of the paint.
A variation of this method is the introduction of
abrasive materials into the water stream. This is very
similar to wet abrasive blast cleaning and has the same
advantages and disadvantages.
Combinations of Removal Methods
Normally, one of the prior mentioned methods will not
completely remove the lead paint from the structure's surface
alone. Therefore, it is necessary to use another method in
conjunction the primary method selected in order to entirely
remove the paint if that is the goal.
Selection of methods should be based on the project
itself, strengths and weaknesses of each and insurance that
compatibility with each other and the repainting can occur.
27

Through a combination of methods a reduction in cost and
containment can occur.
Removal of Surface
A cost comparison of stripping versus removal of the
painted surface should be conducted. If the surface is
deteriorated to such an extent that replacement is required,
the lead paint should be left on and disposed with the surface
in question.
Majority of the time, especially with wood, the removed
surface with the lead paint attached will pass current lead
testing procedures enabling the surface to be disposed of as
34
a normal construction debris and not a hazardous waste.
In the case of wood siding on a house, it may be more
effective to entirely remove all the wood with the lead paint
35intact instead of stripping. This eliminates the time
involved for permitting and submittals for hazardous waste
removal along with the elimination of disposal costs. In the
instance referenced above it was found that an overall cost
savings would occur if re-siding was used instead of stripping
and repainting.
11
Snyder and Bendersky, "Removal of Lead Based Bridge
Paints", National Cooperative Highway Research Report 265,
Printed in the U.S.A., 1983, page 2
34 Conversation with Art Leskowich, FDER Hazardous Waste
Disposal Coordinator Northwest District, 27 April 1993
35
"Background Discussion and Plan of Action and
Milestones on Exterior Re-siding and Painting of Flag





Listed below are some costs associated with various
methods described above. These costs are not to be used as
gospel, however, they are a good comparison of actual costs
for similar sized projects in the same geographic area.




Heat and Scraping $4.94
Replacement $9.15
These costs do not include disposal costs of the removed lead
paint. This cost is solely dependent on the amount of debris
collected from the job site. This debris is collected in EPA
approved drums and are then shipped to a local approved
hazardous waste site. The cost per drum is approximately
$350.00 which includes administrative and local shipping.
This cost does not include the cost of the drum, permitting
form hazardous waste removal, hazardous waste protection costs
37
or long haul shipping out of the area.
All these costs are also site specific. A research of
lead paint abatement costs throughout the U.S. follows:
36 U.S. Department of Commerce, "Guidelines for Cost-
Effective Lead Paint Abatement", U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1979, pages 28 and 34
37 Conversation with D. Chasting of Naval Public Works





^ 5% TO 10%
~] LESS THAN 5%
DISTRIBUTION OF INCREASED LEAD ABATEMENT COSTS BY REGION
38
38 U.S. Department of Commerce, "Lead Paint Abatement
Costs: Some Technical and Theoretical Considerations", U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1979, page 29
30

Actual costs for a specific project should be determined
locally with comparisons made between specific methods. To
assist in this effort some work-sheets with risk weight
39factors and a computer program is included in Appendix A.
With the availability of hazardous waste disposal sights on
the decline, the volume to be disposed along with the shipping
distance will become the critical factor in the selection of
the best method.
39 U.S. Department of Commerce, "Lead Paint Abatement
Costs: Some Technical and Theoretical Considerations", U.S.




The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
outlines very specific guidelines for workers who come in
contact with lead. Although these guidelines are written for
the employer (usually the contractor), it is imperative that
the owner of the structure be aware of all safety procedures
required in order to avoid litigation if lead poisoning as a
result of the abatement. The contractor is ultimately
responsible for the safety of his employees, however, if
contributory negligence can be proven, the owner of the
structure may find himself involved in a law suit.
OSHA requirements for working in a lead contaminated
surrounding are found in Title 29 Code of Federal Regulations,
Part 1910.1025. The is based on the knowledge that there is
a lead presence in the working atmosphere. To become aware of
this fact, testing of the paint to be removed must be
performed
.
Initial testing is the responsibility of owner. In
preparing plans and specifications for any project, the owner
is responsible for providing the prospective contractor all
information concerning the project including any potential
hazards. This should include testing of any painted surface
that is to be stripped or have welding operations performed.
Reliance that the building contains no lead painted surface
due to recent construction or rehabilitation may prove to be
32

a fatal mistake. Leaded paints are still used in the
protection of steel and a rehabilitation project may have
encapsulated rather than removed the lead paint. Therefore,
in preparing for a paint stripping or welding job, it should
be assumed that lead paint exists unless testing of the
surface proves otherwise.
Furthermore, a contractor coming on a job site should
also perform a test for lead content of painted surfaces.
This should be done whether or not lead paint removal is
indicated in the contract.
If the specifications do indicate that lead paint is
present another test will verify to all that the expensive
procedures that are about to be undertaken are necessary.
However, if a negative test results, this could be an
indication of surfaces with both leaded and non-lead type
paints. Further tests can then be performed with possible
savings to the owner and reduced effort by the contractor.
On the other hand, if lead paint is not identified in the
contract, a prudent contractor should still test in order to
promote the safety of his employees.
It is now known by the contractor that his employees will
be working in a environment where they are exposed to the
hazards of lead poisoning. The employer shall notify each
Chute and Mostaghim, "Protecting Workers from Lead: A
Review of Regulations and Practices", Journal of Protective
Coatings and Linings, April 1991, page 36
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employee, in writing, of this fact. This notice will
contain information on the test method used and the accuracy
of the analysis.
At this point the services of a Certified Industrial
Hygienist should be employed in order to determine the
protective measures required. This will include further
testing during a demonstration of the proposed method for
42
removal. Air samples will be taken to determine if the use
of respirator equipment will be required. A table outlining
required respirator type as a result of the test follows:
Avboma
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or condition of um
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RESPIRATORY PROTECTION FOR AIRBORNE LEAD LEVELS
Code of Federal Regulations [1989], Title 29, Part
1910.1025, Washington D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office,
page 158
42 Conversation with Carolyn W. Salmon, Air Program
Coordinator, Northwest District, Florida Department of
Environmental Regulation, 29 April 1993
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This table, although established for lead aerosol use,
has been interpreted by the FDER as a guidelines for use in
any industry or operation in which lead particles become
airborne. If the test results of the lead paint removal are
below detectable limits, masks will still be required as part
of the operat ion
.
OSHA is very specific about the respiratory program that
u
will be used. The program will contain the following:
1) respirators will be provided to all employees at
no cost to the employee
2) an employee can select another respirator of
equal or better protection at no cost
3) employers shall perform face fit tests
4) filters will be provided at no cost to the
employee and in an adequate supply
5) employers shall institute a respiratory
protection program in accordance with
29 CFR 1910. 134
6) maximum negative pressure respirator use is
limited to 4.4 hours a day
Further protective requirements of this act include the
use of protective clothing. If an employee is exposed to
43 Conversation with Carolyn Salmon, Air Program
Compliance Coordinator, Northwest District, Department of
Environmental Regulation, 29 April 1993
44 Code of Federal Regulations [1989], 29 CFR, Part




lead, as determined by appropriate testing (even if
respirators are not required), protective clothing will be
required. The protective clothing and equipment will be
provided by the employer at no expense to the employee. This
45
clothing and equipment includes, but is not limited to:
1) coveralls or full-body clothing
2) gloves, hats, shoes or deposable shoe covers
3) protect ive eye equipment IAW 29 CFR Part 1910.133
The employer is also responsible for cleaning, at least on a
weekly basis, and replacement of the provided articles if
damage occurs.
Another provision that OSHA mandates is the preparation
of a Compliance Program. These programs detail how exposure
levels will be reduced to an acceptable level for the
employees. Written plans shall include as a minimum the
following details:
1) a description of each operation in which lead is
emitted, including collection guidelines
2) a description of methods to achieve compliance
3) a technology report
4) air monitoring data
5) a schedule of implementation
6) a work practice program
Code of Federal Regulations [1989], 29 CFR Part
1910.1025, Washington D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office,
page 161
46 Ibid, page 159
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7) an administrative control schedule
8) any other pertinent information
A successful and acceptable program will require the use of an
expert in industrial hygiene along with the cooperation of
members of a firms staff and their employees. This plan
should be a submittal requirement by the owner and is a
mandatory requirement by OSHA.
Code of Federal Regulations, 29 CFR, also details the use
of mechanical ventilation as a means to control exposure
limits. This sounds similar to methods used in asbestos
removal. It may not eliminate the need for a respirator but
use of ventilation could allow a less stringent type of
respirator as per the earlier discussion on this subject. If
this practice is to be considered, caution must be exercised
47in the location of the exhaust vent.
Housekeeping and cleaning are important considerations in
a safe lead paint removal procedure. All surfaces other than
the one being stripped should be kept free of accumulations of
lead chips and dust. The use of compressed air is strictly
prohibited by OSHA for this procedure, however, special
vacuums that contain their own exhaust are allowed. Other
methods described include shovelling, wet sweeping and
Code of Federal Regulations [1989], 29 CFR, Part




brushing, but are to be used only when vacuuming was found to
be inef f ect ive
.
Hygiene practices concern themselves with educating the
employees on proper procedures that must be followed prior to
consumption of food, water or smoking and prior to leaving
work. If required, guidance on showers, change rooms,
lunchrooms and lavatories is outlined in the 29 CFR . These
last few items would have to be considered if full containment
was required due to air emissions. This type of requirement
falls under the EPA's 40 CFR and will be discussed later.
Biological monitoring of all employees exposed to lead is
a requirement the employer must meet to comply with OSHA.
This requirement is also a sound business practice. Records
can be kept indicating that will employed for a firm, an
individuals health was maintained in respect to blood
poisoning. It also allows early detection for treatment.
The biological monitoring consists of blood sampling that
will be analyzed for the presence of lead and zinc
49protoporphyrin (zpp). A blood sample should be obtained and
analyzed prior to an employee beginning work in a lead tainted
environment. This accomplishes two objectives:
1) establishes a baseline from which to gauge any
exposure
Code of Federal Regulations [1989], 29 CFR, part
1910.1025, Washington D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office,
page 161
49 Ibid, page 162
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2) possible detection of personnel who unknowingly
are experiencing low level lead poisoning
As discussed earlier the permissible maximum BLL is 40 ug/dl.
Follow-up blood tests are required every six months or sooner
if a specific abatement job is completed prior to this time.
If this level is exceeded, those individuals should be removed
from the lead abatement area and medical treatment plus bi-
monthly follow-up tests are required. Any associated medical
treatment costs are the responsibility of the employer.
A complete medical examination of all employees that will
be involved with lead paint abatement should be conducted:
1) at least annually
2) prior to first time assignment
3) as soon as symptoms develop
4) other limitations under 29 CFR
This examination is not limited to blood testing. It is to
include a survey of personnel habits, past medical history and
family medical history. A visual physical examination of
areas which are affected by lead poisoning, such as gums,
teeth and renal system is required. Plus blood pressure,
urinalysis and any other test which a physician deems
necessary are part of the physical.
Code of Federal Regulations [1989], 29 CFR, Part
1910.1025, Washington D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office,
page 162
51 Ibid, page 163
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Furthermore, if requested by an employee, pregnancy and
fertility testing should be conducted with the employer
bearing the cost. The employee also has the right to request
a second opinion or request the use of a personnel physician
to conduct the test. An employer may condition payment for
these requests. A very detailed explanation on resolving
differing determinations by two doctors is presented in OSHA,
29 CFR. 52
As with any federally regulated operation, record keeping
is a necessary evil of monumental proportions. Record keeping
is broken into three specific areas. These areas are exposure
monitoring, medical surveillance and medical removals.
The exposure monitoring record is to include dates,
number, location and results of all samples taken.
Descriptions of sampling method and any protection used during
the sampling. Also, very specific information including name
and social security number of all employees exposed during the
abatement. This record shall be maintained for 40 years or
the duration of employment plus 20 years, which ever is
54greater .
52 Code of Federal Regulations [19S9], 29 CFR, Part








Medical surveillance records are kept in conjunction with
various subsections of the 29 CFR. This record, which must be
maintained by the employer for the same time specified in the
the exposure monitoring, shall include as a minimum:"
1) the name, social security number and duties of
all exposed employees
2) physician's opinions
3) airborne monitoring results
4) any medical complaints
5) all medical records
Many of these requirements are similar to the exposure
monitoring records which should help somewhat in the reduction
of administrative work.
Medical removal records almost duplicate the previous
record requirements with specific criteria for the reason why
removal and subsequent reinstatement occurred. These records
need to be maintained by the employer for the duration of the
employees employment."
These records must be made available to the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration upon request for examination
and if deemed necessary, copying. Employees may also request
to examine and copy their own personnel records.
Code of Federal Regulations [1989], 29 CFR, Part
1910.1025, Washington D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office,
page 168
56 Ibid, page 169
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The employer must transfer custody of the records if the
firm ceases operation. In the case where a firm is taken over
or sold to another company, that successor company is then
responsible for maintenance and upkeep of the records as
specified by the Act. If, in case where the firm simply
ceases to exist, the records are to be transferred to OSHA
57direct ly
.
An employer is also required to notify the Director of
OSHA at least three months prior to the expiration of the
mandatory maintenance period if the intent is to dispose of
58
said records at the end of the period.
As shown, the guidance under OSHA for the removal of
lead paint very specific. The regulations are designed for
the protection of the worker and to ensure employer
involvement in attaining a safe working environment. However,
as stated at the beginning of this chapter, the owner of the
project receiving lead abatement, if different from the
worker's employer, should be familiar with these regulations.
Along with the possibility of litigation, there are other
reasons for knowledge. If the owner wishes to inspect the
premises during the abatement, his inspector will be subject
to the guidance put forth under 29 CFR. This inspector will
also need knowledge of the regulations in order to assure that
Code of Federal Regulations [1989], 29 CFR, Part
1910.1025, Washington D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office,
page 169
58 Ibid, page 170
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proper documentation and testing is being performed by the
contractor throughout the lead abatement process.
Knowledge of the scope of these regulations will also
give an individual an understanding of the reasons why lead
abatement costs are more expensive then typical paint removal
costs. The numerous testing, medical and administrative
requirements all add to the cost that must be recuperated
under the contract. The first two items listed above are
fairly easy to estimate unless and unforeseen condition
occurs. Unfortunately, the administrative costs can only be
roughly estimated.
This is due to the unknown period of how long the
employer must keep the records and will any future legislation
or administrative procedure place more severe record keeping
requirements causing a further increase in costs. The
employer must guess at a reasonable value that will allow him
to maintain his competitive edge along with compensating for
costs .
The purchaser of a lead paint abatement contract should
consider these cost items prior to judging its' value. These
items should be considered in formulation of the original
contract estimate along with any change order that might occur
under the contract. Plus, the owner will be faced with
additional costs of either training his inspectors and meeting
OSHA requirements or letting of a separate contract to a firm
43

that specializes in the inspection of hazardous waste
operat ions .
As shown, knowledge of 29 CFR regulations is a must for
all parties involved in a lead abatement project. A copy of




Neither the Environmental Protection Agenc3r (EPA) nor the
Florida Department of Environmental Regulation (FDER) have
specific regulations or guidelines concerning the removal of
lead paint. Although detailed guidance is provided by these
environmental watchdogs for the removal of specific items such
as asbestos, it is almost non-existent for lead abatement.
However, this does not mean that lead paint removal procedures
are not addressed in some form. Both of these agencies are
responsible for the protection of the environment along with
safeguarding the public from exposure to hazardous materials.
The EPA covers the lead paint abatement process under the
Code of Federal Regulations, 40 CFR, Part 261, Hazardous
Wastes. This code is fairly generic and covers a multitude of
contaminants, one of them being "lead". The FDER interprets
this document as the guidance on lead paint removal and
disposal procedures in conjunction with the applicable OSHA
standards discussed in the previous chapter.
An obvious problem with this situation is the
inconsistency that could and does occur in the interpretation
of the code. Discussions with colleagues doing similar work
59 Code of Federal Regulations [1989], Environmental
Protection Agency, 40 CFR, Part 261, Washington D.C., U.S.
Government Printing Office, page 47
Conversation with Carolyn W. Salmon, Air Program
Compliance Coordinator, Northwest District, FDER
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at various areas in the country indicate a wide range of 40
CFR renderings. Situations existed where very strict controls
consisting of total containment systems being required to
where no protective requirements at all were revealed during
these talks. It is evident that a consistent national policy
should be established, but until that occurs a knowledge of
the code and the requirements it contains are necessary for
all parties involved in lead paint abatement.
The first step into the realm of the 40 CFR, Part 261.30
is selection of the removal process. All types of removal
outlined in a previous chapter will require that an air
emissions test be performed in order to determine if and the
extent of a containment barrier requirement. Although this
determination of air quality is testable the actual
requirement for containment can be made by an interpretation
of other guidelines as determined by the local environmental
agency. Other areas of concern as determined by the local,
official are possible contamination of water supplies,
contamination of soil and thereby contaminating aquifers and
fallout of lead particles in residential areas. The last item
mentioned was the reasoning at a recent water tower project in
the Pensacola, Florida area.
A public funded contract was awarded for the repainting
of a water tower in Pensacola. The contract called for the
Code of Federal Regulations [1989], Environmental
Protection Agency, 40 CFR, Part 265.1, Washington D.C., U.S.
Government Printing Office, page 431
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complete removal of all paint prior to repainting. Contract
specifications included the fact that lead paint was present
and appropriate precautions should be taken during its
removal. The area FDER District determined that even though
the method to be employed did not require complete containment
as per 40 CFR Part 261, due to possible lead chip and dust
fallout in surrounding residential areas, complete containment
was ordered in accordance with other sections of 40 CFR.
This is a prime example of how complete knowledge of the
regulations is required. Although Part 261 of 40 CFR deals
specifically with hazardous materials and waste, many other
sections apply.
The remainder of this chapter will deal with the basic
requirements of 40 CFR Part 261 in order to give an
understanding of minimum details involved in lead paint
abatement. However, prior to contracting for or performing
such an abatement procedure it is recommended that all parties
contact an expert in this field and use that expertise for
their purposes.
If the removal process selected creates a fine dust, such
as media blasting, it will require that an air permit be
obtained from the FDER. This process will also require
62 Conversation with Carolyn W. Salmon, Air Program
Compl iance Coordinator , Northwest District , Florida Department
of Environmental Regulation, 27 April 1993
63 Code of Federal Regulations, Environmental Protection
Agency, 40 CFR, Part 265, Washington D.C., U.S. Government
Printing Office, page 433
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containment of the area being blasted during those operations.
Containment can range from total to specific areas which is
dependent upon the abatement procedures used. Partial
containment can be used where the lead paint is removed in
small sections and that area is repainted prior to proceeding
to the next area. However, if removal of the lead paint can
not be performed in definite sections and a shotgun approach
is to be used, complete containment of the surface will be
required. Effectiveness and costs of certain containment
systems are given at the end of this chapter.
In performing lead paint removal on low profile
structures (overall height not in excess of two stories),
containment of the surface may not be required if hand removal
methods are used. However, protection of soil and water will
be required along with providing a means of collecting all
paint chips. This process of not using an airborne
containment system is allowed based on the condition that
paint removal will not occur if winds exceed a specified
1 imi t
.
Containment will not be required if the paint removal
process selected does not create a hazardous waste as defined
by the 40 CFR. In determining if paint is indeed hazardous
due to lead content there are two preferred methods of
testing. These two tests are the Toxicity Characteristic
6
* Code of Federal Regulations [1989], Environmental
Protection Agency, 40 CFR, Part 261.33, Washington D.C., U.S.
Government Printing Office, page 54
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Leaching Procedure (TCLP) and the Gas Chromatography Test
( GCT ) . 65
Of the two tests mentioned the TCLP is more diverse. It
is designed to determine both organic and inorganic compounds
present in solid, liquid or multiphase wastes. There are
three possible outcomes of this test. Two of these results
being that the test does not detect any listed hazardous waste
materials which indicates either the lack of wastes or at such
a low level that ordinary disposal is allowed. The other
result being the detection of a listed hazardous waste.
Prior to running a full TCLP a bottle extractor test can
be performed. This method of testing is mobile and can be run
in the field. If the bottle extractor indicates a positive
result for the suspected hazardous waste (in our case, lead),
a full TCLP need not be run. However, a negative result by
the bottle extractor does not necessarily mean the absence of
lead and a full TCLP is required. A chart on the following
page explains in simple terms the TCLP process. It was
reproduced from Appendix II of the 40 CFR.
The Gas Chromatography test is best used on sludges and
soils. In the removal of lead paint this procedure has its
Code of Federal Regulations [1989], Environmental
Protection Agency, 40 CFR, Part 50.1, Washington D.C., U.S.
Government Printing Office
Code of Federal Regulations [1989], Environmental
Protection Agency, 40 CFR, Part 261, Appendix II, Washington
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best applicability when chemical strippers are used or if a
spill occurs contaminating the soil surrounding the work site.
The test itself uses chemicals that are extremely toxic and
great care must be taken during the process. Selection of
either test depends upon the characteristics of the sample,
however the TCLP is the recommended procedure in the majority
of the cases.
After testing of the lead paint indicating that it is a
hazardous waste, setting up an appropriate containment system
and collecting the waste by-product of the removal process the
next step is preparing the hazardous waste for shipping to a
proper hazardous waste disposal site.
Which ever party is responsible for disposal of lead
paint waste must place the waste residue in EPA approved
shipping containers. These drums come in various sizes and
are readily available. However, cost of the drums is not
cheap and will add to the cost of clean-up.
After drumming, a proper manifest must be prepared for
shipping to occur. Instructions on how to fill the manifest
are contained in an appendix to Part 262 of the 40 CFR. The
party appointed as the generator must designate which EPA
approved facility (listed in Part 265 of the 40 CFR) to where
the waste is going to be transported. Also, an alternate
Code of Federal Regulations [1989], Environmental
Protection Agency, 40 CFR, Part 261, Appendix X, Washington
D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office, page 127
69 Ibid, Part 265, page 234
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hazardous waste disposal facility must be designated on the
same mani f est
.
Transportation and record keeping requirements are
extensive and detailed and can be found in Parts 262.3 and
262.4 of the 40 CFR. The responsibility of these two areas is
the generator. A generator as defined by the 40 CFR is the
party that creates the hazardous substance. This can be
interpreted as the remover of the lead paint or the owner of
the structure from which the paint has been removed.
Therefore, all parties involved in lead paint removal are
subject to fines if proper procedures are not followed.
The 40 CFR also requires that all parties involved in any
hazardous waste removal process have liability insurance
71
covering any accident that might occur. This is another
added cost to the removal process.
Due to the complications of the 40 CFR combined with the
29 CFR it is highly recommended that prior to starting any
type of lead paint abatement procedure that the expertise of
an industrial hygienist be sought. Although the cost of their
services is expensive, contracts can be worded that liability
is shifted, if not totally, at least partially to the
industrial hygienist. Use of this professional should not
70 Code of Federal Regulations [1989], Environmental
Protection Agency, 40 CFR, Part 262.2, Washington D.C., U.S.
Government Printing Office, page 133
7! Ibid, Part 264.147, page 157
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relieve any party involved from
regulations involved.
a basic understanding of








Technique Low Average High Low Average High
Ground/Water Covers 0.14 0.17 0.20 0.37 0.43 0.49
Water Screens 0.21 0.26 0.31 0.42 0.52 0.62
Blast Enclosures (Boston) 0.53 0.76 0.99 0.71 1.02 1.33
Blast Enclosures (California) 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.29 0.36 0.43
Blast Enclosures (Canada) 0.24 0.32 0.40 0.44 0.58 0.73
Vacuum Blasters 0.50 0.67 0.84
Water Curtains 0.10 0.13 0.16 0.31 0.39 0.47
Wet Blasters-Wet Sand 0.32 0.46 0.60
Wet Blasters-Water 0.55 0.78 1.01
Wet Blasters-Water/Air/Sand 0.41 0.69 0.99
Drapes-Barge 0.33 0.44 0.55 0.52 0.70 0.88
Drapes-Net 0.22 0.30 0.38 0.42 0.56 0.70
Source: Midwest Research Institute.
Table 5. Summary of cost estimates for existing







Vacuum-Shrouded Hand Tools 0.39 0.60 0.81
Centrifugal Blasters > 0.10°
Source: Midwest Research Institute.
a
Estimates for road bed preparation not directly
comparable to others.






fechnique Low Average High
Cavitation Blasting 0.97 1.62 2.27
Flash Blasting 0.60 1.00 1.40
Strippable Coatings 2.40 4.00
a
5.60
Source: Midwest Research Institute.
a Cost estimate for airplane preparation.
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72 Snyder, M.K. and Bendersky, D., "Removal of Lead Based
Bridge Paints", National Cooperative Highway Research Program
Report 265, Washington D.C. , page 15
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~) « Poor ^y Fair ^ Good ^B • Superior (In - Unknown
EFFECTIVENESS
Paint
Removal Rate Adaptability Co*t*
SYSTEM
Air Ground Water
1. Ground/ Water Coven o e e e Q 9
2. Ground/ Water Cover*
with Improvement*
e Q o 9 w 9
3. Water Screen* o o e • e 9
4. Woter Screen* with Improvement* o o 9 • e 9
5. Blatt End enures
a. California System e e e Q w •
b. Boston System Q w w Q e ©
c. Botton System with Improvements • • • Q e ©
d. Canadian System • • • • e 9
e. Louisiana System
» e e e Q o •
6. Vacuum Blasters Q Q O 9
7. Drapes - e © © • Q 9
8. Woter Curtains e o o w Q •
9. Woter Curtains with Improvements e e e • Q
10. Wet Blasters
a. Wet Sandblasters e o o Q • •
b. Wet Sandblasters with Improvments e o o • • •
c. High Pressure Water • o o O • 9
d. High Preuure Water /Abrasive 9 o o Q • •
e. Air/ Water/ Sand o o • 9
11. Centrifugal Blatter* 9 Q 9 O © a
12. Vacuum-Shrouded Hand Tool i Q 9 Q e • 9
13. Cavitation Blasting (w. recovery) • • • e 9 © b
14. Flash Blasting e e e o o © b
15. Strippable Coatings • 9 Q © • © b
16. Open Dry Abrasive Blotting o o O • • •
•From Tables 4 through 7.
° No cost information for preparation of steel surfaces; but cost of preparation
of other surfaces is low
.
b Systems have not been thoroughly tested on steel bridges; therefore, cost rating
is from other steel surfaces
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Bridge Paints", National Cooperative Highway Research Program




In both of the previous chapters the use of an industrial
hygienist was strongly recommended. This was due to the
complexity of both the 29 and 40 CFR. The Naval Facilities
Engineering Command has prepared a guide specification for the
removal of lead paint and it can be found in its' entirety in
Appendix C. This guide specification includes the use of the
industrial hygienist along with a comprehensive culmination of
29 and 40 CFR requirements.
In formulation of a contract the owner should review this
document or similar instructions to ensure all necessary items
are included in writing on the formal agreement. This guide
specification does not include local or state requirements and
those must be reviewed prior to formulating and signing a
cent ract .
An example of how state requirements can add requirements
to this specification is in the area of a Certified Industrial
Hygienist (CIH). The only requirement by the EPA and listed
within the guide specification is that the CIH is certified by
the American Board of Industrial Hygiene in comprehensive
7»practice. ' However, the FDER requires that a CIH also be
registered and certified within the State of Florida. This is
It Naval Facilities Engineering Command Guide
Specification, Removal and Disposal of Lead-Contaminated
Paint. Section 02090, 30 June 1991

to ensure that regulations and practices of the state are
fol lowed. 75
A review of the CIH responsibilities indicates the
importance of this individual in the lead paint removal
process. The following are a list of those responsibilities
in accordance with the guide specification:
1
.
Cert i f y training
2. Review and approve a lead paint abatement plan in
accordance with all applicable regulations
3. Inspect work for conformance with the plan
4. Direct monitoring
5. Inspect work for conformance with specifications
6. Ensure that personnel and the environment are
protected from hazardous exposure at all times
As shown, the responsibilities of the CIH are extensive and
carry vast liability if violations are found by the EPA or
FDER. For these reasons the services of a CIH are not cheap.
These individuals may account for 20% to 30% of the total cost
of a project.
This guide specification also requires submittals not
only on the contractor's CIH but equipment to be used, removal
and disposal plan, any applicable permits, testing
laboratories and disposal facilities. From this requirement
75 Conversation with Carolyn W. Salmon, Air Program
Coordinator, Northwest District, FDER, 27 April 1993




it is obvious that to approve such items the drafter of the
document will also need the services of a CIH.
The NAVFAC guide specification is an excellent start for
the formulation of a contract that includes lead paint
abatement. However if used, it should be edited and modified
to meet the specific project requirements along with the
inclusion of local and state statutes plus any updates
nat ional 1 v .
'
77 Naval Facilities Engineering Command Guide
Specification, "Removal and Disposal of Lead-




The preceding chapters have dealt with projects that
encompassed large amounts or were entirely lead paint
abatement. However, all projects that involve the disturbance
of lead paint should take appropriate precautions for the
protection of the environment, workers and other people.
One area of considerable concern is welding on surfaces
that contain lead paint. Recent instances in Louisiana
highlight the need for caution when welding. During bridge
repairs which involved removal of plates and small members,
two welders died of lead poisoning. The project did not call
for the removal of paint from surfaces that were to be welded.
Typical procedures are to weld the surface allowing the heat
of the welding to blister the paint and thereby remove it.
This practice releases lead in the welding gases which was
inhaled by the welders. Although improper ventilation was
also identified as a contributing factor, if the paint had
been removed prior to the welding, two people would be alive
today. 78
A review of the most current National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) indicates a lack of
precaution in the area of surface paint removal prior to
welding. NIOSH does mention lead as a possible hazardous
78 Presentation on Lead-Paint Removal Practices presented
by Naval Facilities Engineering Command, 1991
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gaseous substance associated with welding but it is associated
79
with the by-product of fluxes and not painted surfaces. The
combination of these sources creates a deadly scenario that
should be addressed.
Welding is not the only area of concern. Projects that
modify existing systems in buildings may have to disturb lead
painted surfaces for completion. The use of electric saws to
cut penetrations creates a fine dust that if inhaled could
cause lead poisoning. Any form of chipping leaves lead paint
fragments in a form that is transportable to the workers home
or could contaminate the surrounding soil. Whatever the size
of the job. proper precautions must be utilized to protect the
worker and the surroundings. This does not mean total
encapsulation for a small job but appropriate measures
suitable to prevent contamination.
Although households are exempt from the regulations of
the 40 CFR and the 29 CFR there should be some form of
education to the modern do-it-yourselfer of the dangers
associated with paint removal within a house. In the age of
environmental awareness, the public would be very receptive to
this information. As shown in by an example in the second
chapter, the average homeowner is unaware of the dangers
involved in removing lead paint. The family described in
Chapter 2 new of lead poisoning from paint but believed it
79 National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health,
"Criteria for a Recommended Standard, Welding, Brazing and
Thermal Cutting", Springfield VA, page 47
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could only occur if chips were ingested. Inhalation from dust




Poisoning of the blood system and contamination of the
environment by the removal of lead paint is a serious but not
an entirely new situation. The effects of blood poisoning
from lead paint pealing from surfaces was known as early as
the late 1800's. Protection of children, especially in low
income housing areas was the main thrust of concern. However,
recent interest has revolved around the construction industry
and protection of workers and the environment.
As with asbestos, lead poisoning from the improper
removal and disposal of lead paint has long lasting if not
fatal effects. With this known however, specific guidance in
the construction industry has been slow in formulation. The
regulations cited from the 29 CFR, Occupational Safety and
Health Administration, were created for industries that
produce lead containing products. They have been interpreted
by federal regulators to apply to lead paint removal.
Interpretation could lead to either a lack of protection or
requiring greater protection than necessary causing death or
greater costs in an industry that already is experiencing
escalat ing costs
.
This lack of specific guidance for this form of work is
also apparent in the environmental arena. The 40 CFR,
Environmental Protection Agency, must interpret existing codes
to fit this form of hazardous waste.
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With time it is felt that specific guidance will become
solidified as with asbestos removal. Already the military has
created a guide specification for this type of work and it is
felt that a suitable AIA document will be produced. Also, as
with asbestos removal a new specialized field will be created
within the construction arena. This will provide the general
contractor and the owner a certified and responsible avenue to
solve the lead abatement problem.
Until that time, the use of painters, general contractors
or asbestos removal firms for lead paint removal are
acceptable options. Be this as it may, the objective by all
parties involved is safe and efficient work.
Currently there is no preferred method of removal and the
selection is left to those involved. However, as regulations
are presently written, if the paint is sufficiently adhered to
a wood surface, the painted piece of wood if removed intact,
can be disposed of at a typical construction disposal site.
This is due to the method of the TCLP test described in
Chapter Five. A proper sample includes the thickness of the
wood, thereby assuring a result that is under the limits
on
specified in the 40 CFR. If total removal is contemplated
on a wood sided structure, this would offer the most
economical means of achievement.
Conversation with Carolyn W. Salmon, Air Program
Coordinator, Northwest District, Florida Department of
Environmental Regulation, 27 April 1993
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When total removal is the goal on metal or wood members
that can be easily removed, other methods must be sought, each
of those having advantages and disadvantages. The expense,
time and safety concerns of complete abatement however makes
partial removal and encapsulation a more attractive option.
Removing only those areas that the paint is failing to adhere
and then repainting the entire surface encapsulating the
remaining lead paint. The biggest disadvantage to this is the
need for continual maintenance after the project is complete.
The owner must be vigilant to pealing paint with immediate
correction when detected. Another disadvantage is that
possible future regulations could cause the owner added costs
by having a structure contaminated with lead paint.
This paper has presented medical concerns, various
methods of removal, some associated costs and federal
regulations that are involved with lead paint removal. Will
this become the asbestos of the 1990's or will the
construction industry lead the way in formulating safe and
environmentally sound procedures. If promulgation of a
national policy is left with the federal regulators it will be
based on the asbestos policies. Currently however, the lack
of a formal policy is in the construction industries favor.
The military in recent projects has approached this problem
with a common sense attitude. Provide environmental and human
safety but at a basic level. In other words, use a proper
amount of precaution but do not overkill.
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As projects arc completed with no contamination of the
environment or blood poisoning occurrences, they will provide
a basis for establishing a formal policy. These federal
projects have been approved by the EPA a local environmental
officials lending credence to the military approach.
As more lead abatement occurs and policy decisions are
made it will become common knowledge on the best approach for
a certain type of lead paint removal situation. Until that
time the selection of a Certified Industrial Hygienist for the
formulation of the lead removal plan that meets all
requirements is essential. This will ensure worker and











00014REMS62 J0003 WILL ANALYZE THE COSTS OF THE ALTERNATIVE METHODS FOR
00016REMS01
00018REMS62 ELIMINATING THE LEAD PAINT HAZARD FROM A DWELLING UNIT. THE
00020REMS01
00022REMS60 PROGRAM PERMITS THE USER TO INPUT SPECIFIC INFORMATION ON
00024REMS01
00026REMS62 ANTICIPATED CONTRACT PACKAGES OF DWELLING UNITS. THE LEAST-
00028REMS01
00030REMS61 COST COMBINATION OF ABATEMENT TECHNIQUES FOR EACH DWELLING
00032REMS01
00034REMS63 UNIT IS IDENTIFIED. DWELLING UNITS ARE GROUPED TOGETHER INTO
00036REMSO1
00038REM5:.63 CONTRACT PACKAGES SO THAT THE SUM OF THE EXPECTED BID PRICES
00M0FE 01
|0042Sr ,0 IS MINIMIZED. THE EXPECTED BID PRICE FOR EACH CONTRACT IS
0004 AR, j01
000''6kEi1S60 GIVEN. EXPECTED CONTRACT COSTS FOR EACH DWELLING UNIT AREW i8RLMS01




00058REMS62 J0003 WILL HANDLE ANTICIPATED CONTRACT PACKAGES OF UP TO 10
^006OREMS01
00062REMS60 DWELLING UNITS. DATA FOR EACH DWELLING UNIT IS ENTERED IN
00064REMS01




50074REMS58 TWO TYPES OF DATA ARE INPUT, CONTRACT SPECIFIC DATA AND
)0076REMS01
J0078REMS63 DWELLING UNIT SPECIFIC DATA. INPUT DATA FOR EACH ANTICIPATED
5008OREMS01
J0082REMS38 CONTRACT CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING:
)0084REMS01





















































































































UNFINISHED WINDOW AND FRAME
B. DWELLING UNIT DATA
GROSS SQ. FT. OF WALL AREA
LINEAR FT. OF DOORS AND FRAMES
LINEAR FT. OF WINDOWS & FRAMES








PRICE PER 4' x 8' SHEET
n
PRICE PER SQUARE YARD
PRICE PER GALLON
PRICE FOR ONE, NEW
N
PRICE FOR BOTH, NEW
SQUARE FEET
LINEAR FEET
PERCENT OCCUPIED OR 1 IF OCCUPIED
IF UNOCCUPIED
PERCENT OF WALL AREA
PERCENT UNSOUND OR 1 IF POOR
IF NOT
PERCENT NEEDING IT OR 1 IF NEEDED
IF NOT





00204REMS36 NUMBER OF DOORS TO BE REPLACED
00206REMS01
00208REMS38 NUMBER OF DOOR FRAMES TO REPLACE
0021OREMS01
00212REMS34 NUMBER OF WINDOWS AND FRAMES
00214REMS17 TO REPLACE
00216REMS01
00218REMS60 ADDRESS DU/AGE CATEGORY ADDRESS AS SPECIFIED
00220REMS01
00222REMS42 XRF READINGS AVERAGE OR SEPARATE OR





10020 REM READ NAMES OF WALL TECHNIQUES INTO VARIABLES
10025 READ A$,B$,C$,D$,E$,F$
10030 DATA GYPSUM WALLBOARD, PLYWOOD PANELING, CEMENTITIOUS COATING
10035 DATA VENEER PLASTER ,VINYL-COATED FABRIC, CEMENT-COATED FIBERGLASS
10040 REM READ NAMES OF TRIM TECHNIQUES INTO VARIABLES
10045 READ G$,H$,I$,J$
10050 DATA INFRA-RED DEVICE, SOLVENT STRIP ,ELECTRIC HEAT GUN
10055 DATA HAND SCRAPING ,





10085 DATA NONE , COMPONENT REPLACEMENT ONLY
10090 REM WAGE RATES STORED AS W(I,1) FOR MATRIX MULTIPLICATION
10095 PRINT "WAGE RATE INFORMATION"
10100 PRINT
10105 MAT W=ZER(6,1)
10110 PRINT "INPUT WAGE RATE PER HOUR FOR CARPENTER"
10115 INPUT W(l,l)
10120 PRINT "INPUT WAGE RATE PER HOUR FOR PAINTER"
10125 INPUT W(2,l)
10130 PRINT "INPUT WAGE RATE PER HOUR FOR PLASTERER"
10135 INPUT W(3,l)
10140 PRINT "INPUT WAGE RATE PER HOUR FOR PAPERHANGER"
10145 INPUT W(4,l)
10150 PRINT "INPUT WAGE RATE PER HOUR FOR APPRENTICE CARPENTER"
10155 INPUT W(5,l)






10190 MAT WRITE #1,W
A-3

10195 MAT WRITE #3,L
10200 REM MATERIAL PRICES STORED AS M(I)
10205 PRINT
10210 PRINT
10215 PRINT "MATERIAL PRICE INFORMATION"
10220 PRINT
10225 SCRATCH #2
10230 PRINT "INPUT PRICE OF 4 FT BY 8 FT SHEET OF GYPSUM WALLBOARD"
10235 INPUT M(l)
10240 PRINT "INPUT PRICE OF 4 FT BY 8 FT SHEET OF PLYWOOD PANELING"
10245 INPUT M(2)
10250 PRINT "INPUT PRICE PER SQUARE YARD OF VINYL-COATED FABRIC"
10255 INPUT M(3)
10260 PRINT "INPUT PRICE PER GALLON OF LATEX FLAT WALL PAINT"
10265 INPUT M(4)
10270 PRINT "INPUT PRICE PER GALLON OF SEMI-GLOSS ENAMEL (OIL BASE)"
10275 INPUT M(5)
10280 FOR L=l TO 5
10285 WRITE #2,M(L)
10290 NEXT L
10295 PRINT "TYPE 1 IF THERE ARE ANY DOORS, DOOR FRAMES OR WINDOWS"
10300 PRINT "AND FRAMES THAT NEED TO BE REPLACED, IF NOT"
10305 INPUT Q
10310 IF Q=0 THEN 10345
10315 PRINT "INPUT PRICE OF NEW, UNFINISHED DOOR"
10320 INPUT M(6)
10325 PRINT "INPUT PRICE OF NEW, UNFINISHED DOOR FRAME"
10330 INPUT M(7)
10335 PRINT "INPUT PRICE OF NEW, UNFINISHED WINDOW AND FRAME"
10340 INPUT M(8)
10345 PRINT
10350 REM COMPUTE AVERAGE WAGE RATES FOR EACH WALL TECHNIQUE AND FOR TRIM
10355 PRINT "IF PROGRAM COST ESTIMATES ARE DESIRED, TYPE 1, IF"
10360 PRINT "CONTRACT COST ESTIMATES ARE DESIRED, TYPE 0"
10365 INPUT P
10370 IF P=l THEN 10395
10375 PRINT "INPUT NUMBER OF DWELLING UNITS TO BE DONE (MUST BE <= 10)"
10380 INPUT N
10385 LET N9=N
10390 GO TO 10400
10395 LET N=l
10400 PRINT
10405 PRINT "STOP FOR A MINUTE AND CHECK THE DATA YOU HAVE JUST INPUT"
10410 PRINT "IF ANY ERROR WAS MADE IN ENTERING IT, YOU MAY TYPE 1"
10415 PRINT "TO REPEAT INPUT STATEMENTS; IF NOT, TYPE TO CONTINUE"
10420 INPUT Z
10425 IF Q7<>1 THEN 10435
10430 IF Z=l THEN 10295
10435 IF Z=l THEN 10095
10440 REM N2 IS NUMBER OF CONTRACTS, N3 IS NUMBER OF PAIRS






























































REM INPUT DU INFORMATION THAT MUST BE STORED FOR COMPUTING
REM MARKUP AND BID PRICE
FOR J=l TO N







PRINT "TYPE IN AN IDENTIFYING ADDRESS OR DU TYPE FOR THIS DWELLING UNIT"
INPUT Q$(J)
IF P=0 THEN 10560
PRINT "FOR POLICY ESTIMATES INPUT AVERAGES FOR SQUARE FEET, LINEAR FEET,"
PRINT "XRF, ETC.; AND PERCENTAGE OF SAMPLE NEEDED FOR THOSE VARIABLES"
PRINT "REQUIRING A 1 OR 0"
PRINT "INPUT GROSS SQUARE FEET OF WALL AREA"
INPUT D(1,J)
REM D(2,J) IS NET SQUARE FEET OF WALL AREA




PRINT "INPUT LINEAR FEET OF DOORS PLUS LINEAR FEET OF DOOR"
PRINT "FRAMES REQUIRING PAINT REMOVAL"
INPUT D(3,J)
REM D8 IS NUMBER OF DOORS AND FRAMES TO BE DELEADED
LET D8=D(3,J)/8
PRINT "INPUT LINEAR FEET OF WINDOWS PLUS LINEAR FEET OF"
PRINT "WINDOW FRAMES REQUIRING PAINT REMOVAL"
INPUT D(4,J)
REM D7 IS NUMBER OF WINDOWS AND FRAMES TO BE DELEADED
LET D7=D(4,J)/7




PRINT "TYPE 1 IF UNIT IS OCCUPIED, IF NOT"
INPUT D(6,J)
REM INPUT OTHER DU RELATED DATA NECESSARY FOR CALCULATIONS
IF D(1,J)=0 THEN 10735
PRINT "INPUT PERCENT OF WALL AREA THAT IS WAINSCOATED"
PRINT "(TYPE AS A DECIMAL, E.G., 0.25 FOR 25 PERCENT)"
INPUT E(3)




10710 PRINT "TYPE 1 IF PANTRY WORK IS NECESSARY, IF NOT"
10715 INPUT E(5)
10720 PRINT "TYPE 1 IF 3 OR MORE LAYERS OF WALLPAPER ARE ON WALLS,"
10725 PRINT "0 IF NOT"
10730 INPUT E(6)
10735 IF Q=0 THEN 10770
10740 PRINT "INPUT NUMBER OF DOORS TO BE REPLACED"
10745 INPUT E(7)
10750 PRINT "INPUT NUMBER OF DOOR FRAMES TO BE REPLACED"
10755 INPUT E(8)
10760 PRINT "INPUT NUMBER OF WINDOWS & FRAMES TO BE REPLACED"
10765 INPUT E(9)







10805 GO TO 10815
10810 LET Zl=9
10815 IF D(7,J)=0 THEN 10905
10820 PRINT "TYPE 1 IF SEPARATE XRF READINGS ARE AVAILABLE FOR DOORS,"
10825 PRINT "WINDOWS AND MISCELLANEOUS TRIM, IF ONLY AN AVERAGE"
10830 PRINT "IS AVAILABLE"
10835 INPUT Y
10840 IF Y=l THEN 10875





10870 GO TO 10905
10875 PRINT "INPUT XRF READING FOR DOORS AND DOOR FRAMES"
10880 INPUT XI
10885 PRINT "INPUT XRF READING FOR WINDOWS AND FRAMES"
10890 INPUT X2
10895 PRINT "INPUT XRF READING FOR MISCELLANEOUS TRIM"
10900 INPUT X3
10905 PRINT "STOP AND CHECK THE DATA FOR THIS DWELLING UNIT"
10910 PRINT "IF THERE IS AN ERROR, TYPE 1 TO REPEAT INPUT STATEMENTS"
10915 PRINT "IF NOT, TYPE 0"
10920 INPUT Z
10925 IF Z=l THEN 10520
10930 REM COMPUTE PAINTING COST FOR WALLS AND CEILINGS
10935 IF Z1=0 THEN 11025
10940 LET C8=1.35*(D(l,J)/39.95)+2
10945 LET C9=D(1,J)+C8




10960 IF B8>=0.08 THEN 10970
10965 LET B8=0.08
10970 REM B9 IS PAINTING COST FOR GYP AND VENEER PLASTER
10975 LET B9=-0.000296*C9+0.0106*W(2,1)+0.0257*M(4)+0.1736*D(2,J)/D(1,J)




11000 REM GYPSUM WALLBOARD
11005 LET B(1)=B(1)+B







11045 IF Z1<>0 THEN 11080
11050 LET Z$(J)=K$
11055 FOR K=2 TO 6
11060 LET B(K)=0
11065 NEXT K
11070 GO TO 11340
11075 REM PLYWOOD PANELING
11080 LET A(2)=0.07995*M(2)-0.0231*L(2,1)+0.0829*E(4)
11085 LET B(2)=-0. 3245+0. 00054*D(2,J)+0.0748*L(2,1)+1.2602*A(2)
11090 IF B(2)>=0.77 THEN 11100
11095 LET B(2)=0.77
11100 LET B(2)=B(2)*D(1,J)+B8*C8





11130 REM CEMENTITIOUS COATING
11135 LET A(3)=-0.5002+0.6872*D(2,J)/D(l,J)+0. 1037+0. 1741*E(4)
11140 LET B(3)=-0. 8817-0. 0004*D(1,J)+0.1154*L( 3, l)+3.8636*A(3)+0. 141 6*E(6)
11145 IF B(3)>=0.22 THEN 11155
11150 LET B(3)=0.22
11155 LET B(3)=B(3)*D(1,J)+B8*C8
11160 IF C(J)<=B(3) THEN 11175
11165 LET C(J)=B(3)
11170 LET Z$(J)=C$




11190 IF B(4)>=0.35 THEN 11200
11195 LET B(4)=0.35
11200 LET B(4)=B(4)*D(1,J)+B9*C9




h11215 LET Z$(J)=D$ , ,
11220 REM VINYL-COATED FABRIC





11250 IF B(5)>=0.84 THEN 11260 j!
11255 LET B(5)=0.84
11260 LET B(5)=B(5)*D(1,J)+B8*C8
11265 IF C(J)<=B(5) THEN 11280
11270 LET C(J)=B(5)
11275 LET Z$(J)=E$
11280 REM CEMENT-COATED FIBERGLASS





11310 IF B(6)>=0.66 THEN 11320
11315 LET B(6)=0.66
11320 LET B(6)=B(6)*D(1,J)+B8*C8
11325 IF C(J)<=B(6) THEN 11340
11330 LET C(J)=B(6)
11335 LET Z$(J)=F$




11360 REM FIND MINIMUM DIRECT COST TECHNIQUE FOR TRIM
11365 REM S(I)=DOORS T(I)=WINDOWS U(I)=TRIM V(I)=TOTAL
11370 REM INFRA-RED HEATING DEVICE
11375 IF D(6,J)=1 THEN 11445
11380 LET S(l)=(0.2903*L(7,l)-0.0007*Yl)/0.92
11385 IF S(l)>=1.05 THEN 11395
11390 LET S(l)=1.05
11395 LET T(l)=(0.2903*L(7,l)-0.0007*Y2)/0.89




11415 IF U(l)>=0.29 THEN 11425
11420 LET U(l)=0.29
11425 LET V(1)=S(1)*D(3,J)+T(1)*D(4,J)+U(1)*D(5,J)
11430 LET H(J)=V(1) J
11435 LET Y$(J)=G$
11440 GO ro 11455
11445 LET H( J) =100000
11450 LET V(1)=0
11455 REM SOLVENT-BASED PAINT REMOVER
11460 LET S(2)=(-l. 3499+0. 5727*L(7,l)-0.0013*Yl)/0. 88






11480 IF T(2)>=1.25 THEN 11490
11485 LET T(2)-1.25
11490 LET U(2)=0.1354*L(7,l)/0.82
11495 IF U(2)>=0.51 THEN 11505
11500 LET U(2)=0.51
11505 LET V(2)=S(2)*D(3,J)+T(2)*D(4,J)+U(2)*D(5,J)
11510 IF H(J)<=V(2) THEN 11525
11515 LET H(J)=V(2)
11520 LET Y$(J)=H$
11525 REM ELECTRIC HEAT GUN
11530 LET S(3)=0.2775*L(7,1)-0.00861*D(3,J)+0.1769
11535 IF S(3)>=0.58 THEN 11545
11540 LET S(3)=0.58
11545 LET T(3)=0.2775*L(7,l)-0.00861*D(4,J)+0.4735
11550 IF T(3)>=0.58 THEN 11560
11555 LET T(3)=0.58
11560 LET U(3)=0.1372*L(7,1)-0.0073*D(5,J)+0.1406
11565 IF U(3)>=0.17 THEN 11575
11570 LET U(3)=0.17
11575 LET V(3)=S(3)*D(3,J)+T(3)*D(4,J)+U(3)*D(5,J)
11580 IF H(J)<=V(3) THEN 11595
11585 LET H(J)=V(3)
11590 LET Y$(J)=I$
11595 REM HAND SCRAPING
11600 LET S(4)=0. 9468-0. 0213*D(3,J)+0.3262*L(7,1)
11605 IF S(4)>=1.16 THEN 11615
11610 LET S(4)=1.16
11615 LET T(4)=0. 9468-0. 0213*D(4,J)+0.3262*L(7,1)
11620 IF T(4)>=1.16 THEN 11630
11625 LET T(4)=1.16
11630 LET U(4)=0.1146*L(7,1)
11635 IF U(4)>=0.45 THEN 11645
11640 LET U(4)=0.45
11645 LET V(4)=S(4)*D(3,J)+T(4)*D(4,J)+U(4)*D(5,J)
11650 IF H(J)<=V(4) THEN 11665
11655 LET H(J)=V(4)
11660 LET Y$(J)=V$





11690 REM V(9) IS TOTAL COST FOR PAINTING TRIM-ALL TECHNIQUES
11695 IF V(9)>=0.09*D(7,J) THEN 11705
11700 LET V(9)=0.09*D(7,J)












11755 FOR M=l TO 4
11760 LET V(M)=V(M)+V(9)
11765 NEXT M
11770 IF H(J)=0 THEN 11790
11775 IF D(7,J)<>0 THEN 11795
11780 LET Y$(J)=L$
11785 GO TO 11795
11790 LET Y$(J)=K$
11795 IF P<>1 THEN 11935
11800 LET B(7)=(B(l)+B(2)+B(3)+B(4)+B(5)+B(6))/6
11805 IF V(1)=0 THEN 11820
11810 LET V(6)=(V(l)+V(2)+V(2)+V(3)+V(4))/4+V(5)
11815 GO TO 11825
11820 LET V(6)=(V(2)+V(3)+V(4))/3+V(5)
11825 LET P2=1.16-0.0003*D(2,J)+0.0015*D(7,J)
11830 IF P2<1.1 THEN 11850
11835 IF P2<1.5 THEN 11855
11840 LET P2=1.5







11880 PRINT USING 11885, Q$(l)
11885 : » ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
11890 PRINT









M0RE C°ST ESTIMATES TYPE 1. IF NOT TYPE 0"
11925 IF P6=l THEN 10355
11930 GO TO 13300




11955 IF Z$(J)=P$(J) THEN 11970 i
11960 LET F(J,4)=0











12010 IF N<>1 THEN 12025
12015 LET Y(l,8)=l
12020 GO TO 12490
12025 REM PAIR DWELLING UNITS
12030 REM L IS DIFFERENTIAL MARKUP MATRIX
12035 MAT L=ZER(N,N)
12040 FOR 1=1 TO N
12045 FOR K=l TO N
12050 IF Y(I,2)<>0 THEN 12070
12055 IF Y(K,2)<>0 THEN 12070
12060 LET L(I,K)=10




12085 FOR 1=1 TO N
12090 LET L(I,I)=9
12095 NEXT I
.12100 REM P IS DIRECT COST MATRIX
12105 MAT P=ZER(N,N)
12110 FOR J=l TO N
12115 LET P(J,J)=Y(J,1)
12120 NEXT J
12125 REM D IS TEST MATRIX
12130 MAT D=ZER(N,N)
12135 MAT D=L*P
12140 REM W IS TRIANGULAR TEST MATRIX
12145 MAT W=ZER(N,N)



















12235 IF I>N THEN 12245
12240 GO TO 12205
12245 NEXT K
12250 REM SORT X MATRIX
12255 FOR L=l TO Nl-1







12295 IF QK=Q2 THEN 12330








12340 IF Fl=l THEN 12545





12370 IF F(B2,10)=1 THEN 12430
12375 IF F(B3,10)=1 THEN 12430







12415 IF K=N2 THEN 12490
12420 IF K=N3 THEN 12440
12425 LET K=K+1
12430 LET J=J+1
12435 GO TO 12360
12440 LET K=K+1
12445 FOR 1=1 TO N
12450 IF F(I,10)=0 THEN 12460
12455 NEXT I
12460 LET B2=I







12490 IF N>2 THEN 1253)0
12495 LET N6=l





12525 GO TO 12935
12530 LET Fl-1
12535 LET N=K
12540 GO TO 12025
12545 REM Z IS FINAL CONTRACT PACKAGE MATRIX
12550 LET J-l
12555 LET K=l
12560 IF INT(N/2)-N/2 THEN 12580
12565 LET N4-(N+l)/2
12570 LET N5-N4-1
12575 GO TO 12590
12580 LET N4=N/2
12585 LET N5=N4
12590 FOR J«l TO (N-l)*N/2
12595 IF X(J,1)>0 THEN 12685
12600 LET B2=X(J,2)
12605 LET B3»X(J,3)
12610 IF Y(B2,10)-1 THEN 12670
12615 IF Y(B3,10)»1 THEN 12670







12655 IF K«N4 THEN 12930
12660 IF K=N5 THEN 12680
12665 LET K=K+1
12670 NEXT J
12675 GO TO 12685
12680 LET K=»K+1
12685 IF N2-N3 THEN 12805
12690 FOR 1-1 TO N
12695 IF Y(I,9)-0 THEN 12705
12700 NEXT I
12705 IF Y(I,10)-1 THEN 12790
12710 LET B2-I
12715 LET Nl=N*(N-l)/2
12720 FOR 1=1 TO Nl
12725 IF X(I,2)-B2 THEN 12740





12745 GO TO 12755
12750 LET B3=X(I,2)
12755 IF Y (B3,10)«l THEN 12880







12795 IF K-N4 THEN 12805
12800 LET K-K+l
12805 FOR 1-1 TO N
12810 IF Y(I,10)«1 THEN 12870






12845 FOR L=l TO N
12850 IF Y(L,10)-0 THEN 12865
12855 NEXT L
12860 GO TO 12875
12865 LET K=K+1
12870 NEXT I
12875 GO TO 12930
12880 FOR 1=1 TO N
12885 IF Z(I,8)-B3 THEN 12900
12890 IF Z(I,9)-B3 THEN 12900
12895 NEXT I
12900 LET Z(I,10)«B2




12925 GO TO 12805
12930 LET N6=K
12935 MAT W-ZER(N6,5)
12940 FOR K-l TO N6
12945 LET Z8-Z(K,8)
12950 LET W(K t l)-Y(Z8,8)
12955 LET W(K,2)-Y(Z8,9)










13000 FOR K=l TO N6
13005 PRINT
13010 PRINT






13040 REM W5 IS DWELLING UNIT NUMBER
13045 LET W5=W(K,I)
13050 IF W5<>0 THEN 13075
13055 LET 1=1+1
13060 IF I>5 THEN 13165
13065 IF W(K,I)=0 THEN 13165
13070 LET W5=W(K,I)
13075 IF F(W5,2)=0 THEN 13120
13080 LET M9—0.2144*(F(W5,4))/Z(K,2)
13085 LET M8=M9*Z(K,1)+M(K)*F(W5,7)






13120 PRINT M DWELLING UNIT "W5,Q$(W5)
13125 PRINT
13130 PRINT " WALL TECHNIQUE "Z$(W5)
13135 PRINT " TRIM TECHNIQUE *'Y$(W5)
13140 PRINT " DIRECT COST $"F(W5,1)
13145 PRINT
13150 IF W5=0 THEN 13165
13155 LET 1=1+1
13160 IF I<=5 THEN 13045
13165 IF M(K)<1.1 THEN 13185
13170 IF M(K)<=1.5 THEN 13190
13175 LET M(K)=1.5
13180 GO TO 13190
13185 LET M(K)=1.1
13190 LET Z(K,1)=M(K)*Z(K,1)
13195 PRINT " CONTRACT PRICE $"Z(K,1)
13200 PRINT " MARKUP RATIO "M(K)
13205 PRINT
13210 IF Q=0 THEN 13205
13215 PRINT "THIS INCLUDES THE COMPONENT REPLACEMENT YOU REQUESTED"
13220 NEXT K
13225 PRINT "IF YOU WISH TO DO MORE COST ESTIMATES TYPE 1, IF NOT TYPE 0*
13230 INPUT Q7






13265 MAT READ #1,W
13270 MAT READ #3,L
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Mar. 1. 1979 Mar. 1, 1980 Mar. 1, 1981 Mar. 1, 1982 Mar. 1, 1983 (final)
A. Blood lead level requiring employee medical removal.
(Level must be confirmed with second lollow-up blood
lead level within two weeks of first report.).
B. Frequency which employees exposed to action level of
lead (30 fig/m' TWA) must have blood lead level checked
(ZPP is also strongly recommended in each occasion that
a blood lead is obtained.):
1. Last blood lead level less than 40 pg/100 g
>80 jig/100 g
Every 6 months ...






Every 6 months ...
Every 2 months ...
Every 1 month




Every 6 months ...






Every 6 months ...
Every 2 months ...
Every 1 month
30 >ig/m' 8 hr
TWA
.<40jig/100g
>60>g/i00 g or average of last three blood
samples or all blood samples over previous
6 months (whichever is over a longer time
period) is 50 jig/ 100 g or greater unless
last blood sample is 40 jig/100 g or less.
Every 6 months.
2. Last blood lead level between 40 jtg/100 g and level
requiring medical removal (see A above).
3. Employees removed from exposure to lead because
of an elevated blood lead level.
C. Permissible airborne exposure limit tor workers removed
from work due to an elevated blood lead level (without
regard to respirator protection).
0. Blood lead level confirmed with a second blood analysis.
at which employee may return to work. Permissible expo-
sure without regard to respirator protection is listed by





Note: When medical opinion indicates that an employee
ithe action level (or less) or recommend special protective me
than noted in the table above if the physician so specifies. R<
;
longer at nsk of material impairment.
is at hsk of material impairment from exposure to lead, the physician can remove an employee from exposures exceeding
asures as deemed appropriate and necessary. Medical monitonng during the medical removal period can be more stringent
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SECTION 02090
REMOVAL AND DISPOSAL OF LEAD -CONTAINING PAINT
06/91
A A A A A A-AA-A-A-A A-A-A-A-A-A-A A-A A*******A A-A-At>tA-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A'AA A'A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A'A-A-A-A'AA-A-A-A-A-A-A-A A A A A
NOTE: This interim guide specification covers the
\<§requirements and procedures for limiting
occupational and environmental exposure to lead when
removing lead-containing paint. This guide
specification is intended for use in projects where
lead- containing paints must be removed from painted
surfaces and it has been determined that the
lead-containing paint is classified as hazardous
waste in accordance with 40 CFR 261, Identification
and Listing of Hazardous Waste, thereby requiring
special handling, storage, and disposal according to
federal and local hazardous waste management
regulations@\
.
A A A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A A-A-A-A-ATltnlrA-A-A^ A A***************** A A A A
********** A A A A A A-A A A A-A-A-A A AAA A-A-A'A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A'A-A-A-A-A* A A A A A A A-A A A A A A A-A -A A A A A A
NOTE: Obtain from the activities information on
lead-containing paint in paint removal and disposal
projects. This will require testing of paint to be
removed in accordance with 40 CFR 261.
A A A A A-A-A-A-A-A-A A A A A A -A-A-A A ************************************** A A A A A A AA-A-A -A A A A A A




-A A-A^-A-ATfc**-A-**-AiAT<rA-A-A-A-A-A-A-A A-A-AAAA A A-A-A-A-A A A A A
NOTE: Projects that involve cutting, sawing, etc.,
of lead- containing painted materials may result in
lead exposures in excess of OSHA limits. If so,
personal protective equipment should be used and
controls implemented. Obtain recommendations from
cognizant industrial hygienist on health and safety
measures
.
A A A A A A A A-A-A A A AA-A-A-A-A-A-A-A********A A***************** *********** A-A-A-A-A -A A-A-A A A A A A A
PART 1 GENERAL
1 . 1 SUMMARY
AAAAAAAA A A AAA A A-A-A A************* A-A-AA-A-A-AA-A A-A A A-A A A A-A-A-A-A-A-A'A-A -A -A -A ***********A A A A
NOTE: The article "Summary" is not used by the
Naval Facilities Engineering Command, except in
specialized cases. Delete this article when editing
for project specifications.
AAAAAAAAA AAAAAAAA AAA AAAAAAAA AAAA-AAAAAAAA-AtA-A-AAAA-AA-A-AtA-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
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NOTE: Indicate on the project drawings:
1. Lead control area (area of lead-containing paint
to be removed)
.
2. Designated boundary (area around lead control
area)
.
A A A A A A A A-A'A-AAAAAAAAA irkA**A'A A-A'A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A^rA-A A'A 'AA A A AAA AAA A'A'A-A-A A A A-A-A'A-A'A AAA
1.2 REFERENCES
The publications listed below form a part of this specification to the
extent referenced. The publications are referred within the text by the
basic designation only.
AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARDS INSTITUTE (ANSI)
\-ANSI Z9.2-\ 1979 Fundamentals Governing the Design
and Operation of Local Exhaust Systems
\-ANSI Z88.2-\ 1980 Respiratory Protection




\-29 CFR 1926. 55-\











Gases , Vapors , Fumes , Ducts , and Mists
Ventilation
Hazardous Waste Management System:
General
Identification and Listing of Hazardous
Waste
Generators of Hazardous Waste
Transporters of Hazardous Waste
Owners and Operators of Hazardous Waste
Treatment, Storage, and Disposal Facilities
Interim Status Standards for Owners and
Operators of Hazardous Waste Treatment,
Storage, and Disposal Facilities
1989 Land Disposal Restrictions
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\-49 CFR 172
-\ Hazardous Materials Tables and Hazardous
Materials Communications Regulations
\-49 CFR 178-\ Shipping Container Specifications
MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS (MIL)
\-MIL-A-22262-\ (Rev. A) (Am. 2) Abrasive Blasting Media
Ship Hull Blast Cleaning
UNDERWRITERS LABORATORIES INC. (UL)
\-UL 586-\ 1985 (R 1988) High-Efficiency,
Particulate, Air Filter Units, Sixth Edition
1 . 3 DEFINITIONS
1.3.1 Action Level
Employee exposure, without regard to use of respirators, to an airborne
concentration of lead of 30 micrograms per cubic meter of air averaged over
an 8 -hour period. As used in this section, "30 micrograms per cubic meter
of air" refers to the action level.
1.3.2 Area Monitoring
Sampling of lead concentrations within the lead control area and inside the
physical boundaries which is representative of the airborne lead
concentrations which may reach the breathing zone of personnel potentially
exposed to lead.
1.3.3 Physical Boundary
Area physically roped or partitioned off around an enclosed lead control
area to limit unauthorized entry of personnel. As used in this section,
"inside boundary" shall mean the same as "outside lead control area."
1.3.4 Certified Industrial Hygienist (CIH)
As used in this section, refers to an Industrial Hygienist employed by the
Contractor and is certified by the American Board of Industrial Hygiene in
comprehensive practice.
1.3.5 Change Rooms and Shower Facilities
Rooms within the designated physical boundary around the lead control area
equipped with separate storage facilities for clean protective work
clothing and equipment and for street clothes which prevent
cross -contamination.
1.3.6 Decontamination Room
Room for removal of contaminated personal protective equipment (PPE)
.
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1.3.7 Eight-Hour Time Weighted Average (TWA)
Airborne concentration of lead averaged over an 8 -hour workday to which an
employee is exposed.
1.3.8 High Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) Filter Equipment
HEPA filtered vacuuming equipment with a \-UL 586
-\ filter system capable
of collecting and retaining lead-contaminated paint dust. A high
efficiency particulate filter means 99.97 percent efficient against 0.3
micron size particles.
1.3.9 Lead
Metallic lead, inorganic lead compounds, and organic lead soaps. Excluded
from this definition are other organic lead compounds.
1.3.10 Lead Control Area
An enclosed area or structure with full containment to prevent the spread
of lead dust, paint chips, or debris of lead- containing paint removal
operations. The lead control area is isolated by physical boundaries to
prevent unauthorized entry of personnel.
1.3.11 Lead Permissible Exposure Limit (PEL)
Fifty micrograms per cubic meter of air as an 8 -hour time weighted average
as determined by \-29 CFR 1910. 1025 -\. If an employee is exposed for more
than 8 hours in a work day, the PEL shall be determined by the following
formula
:
PEL (micrograms/cubic meter of air) - 400/No. hrs worked per day
1.3.12 Personal Monitoring
Sampling of lead concentrations within the breathing zone of an employee to
determine the 8 -hour time weighted average concentration in accordance with
\-29 CFR 1910. 1025 -\. Samples shall be representative of the employee's
work tasks. Breathing zone shall be considered an area within a
hemisphere, forward of the shoulders, with, a radius of 6 to 9 inches and
the center at the nose or mouth of an employee.
1.4 QUALITY ASSURANCE
1.4.1 \*Medical Examinations*\
Before exposure to lead- contaminated dust, provide workers with a
comprehensive medical examination as required by \-29 CFR 1910. 1025
-\ and
\-29 CFR 1910.1200-\. The examination will not be required if adequate
records show that employees have been examined as required by \-29 CFR
1910. 1025
-\ within the last year.
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Maintain complete and accurate medical records of employees for a period of





b. Review and approve lead-containing paint removal plan for
conformance to the applicable referenced standards.
c. Inspect lead- containing paint removal work for conformance with the
approved plan.
d. Direct monitoring.
e. Ensure work is performed in strict accordance with specifications
at all times.
f. Ensure hazardous exposure to personnel and to the environment are
adequately controlled at all times.
1.4.3 Training
Train each employee performing paint removal, disposal, and air sampling
operations prior to the time of initial job assignment, in accordance with
\-29 CFR 1910.1025-\.
1.4.3.1 \*Training Certification^
Submit certificates signed and dated by the CIH and by each employee
stating that the employee has received training.
1.4.4 Respiratory Protection Program
a. Furnish each employee required to wear a negative pressure
respirator or other appropriate type with a respirator fit test at
the time of initial fitting and at. least every 6 months thereafter
as required by \-29 CFR 1910.1025-\.
b. Establish and implement a \*respiratory protection program*\ as
required by \-ANSI Z88.2-\, \-29 CFR 1910.134-\, \-29 CFR
1910.1025-\, and \-29 CFR 1926. 55-\.
1.4.5 \*Hazard Communication Program*\
Establish and implement a Hazard Communication Program as required by \-29
CFR 1910.1200-V
1.4.6 Hazardous Waste Management
****** ****-*****************
-*-*-*'*-*»******-*-**-*-**^ ^
MOTE: Delete this paragraph if the Government is to
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dispose of hazardous waste. Verify that Government
disposal is available and make arrangements if so.
A-A 'A»* * A-A-A-A-AAA-A-A-A-A-A * A-A-A-AA-A-A-*-Anfc-A-A"A A-A-A-A-***-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-AA-A-A-A * A A-A-A-A-A-A-A-AA-A-A-A-A-A A-A <nfc
Submit a \*Hazardous Waste Management Plan*\ within 45 calendar days after
award of contract for Contracting Officer's approval. The Hazardous Waste
Management plan shall comply with applicable requirements of federal,
state, and local hazardous waste regulations and address:
a. identification of hazardous wastes associated with the work.
b. estimated quantities of wastes to be generated and disposed of.
c. names and qualifications of each contractor that will be
transporting, storing, treating, and disposing of the wastes.
Include the facility location and a 24-hour point of contact.
Furnish two copies of [EPA] [state] [and] [local] hazardous waste
[permit applications] [permits] [and] [EPA Identification numbers].
d. names and qualifications (experience and training) of personnel who
will be working on-site with hazardous wastes.
e. list of waste handling equipment to be used in performing the work,
to include cleaning, volume reduction, and transport equipment.
f. spill prevention, containment, and cleanup contingency measures to
be implemented.
g. work plan and schedule for waste containment, removal and disposal.
Wastes shall be cleaned up and containerized daily.
h. cost for hazardous waste disposal according to this plan.
1.4.7 Safety and Health Compliance
A A A A A'A-A-A"* A-A'^Tt-A-A-A-A-A-A-A'A'A'A-A'A1A A A A A-A-A-A'A' A-A-A-A'A-A-A1A-A-A-A-A*A'A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A A-A'A A-A A A-A'A A 1A WWWt A A1
NOTE: Include applicable state, regional, and local
laws, regulations, and statutes.
AAAAAAAAAA A-A-A-A-A-A-A-*-***•A-*-*-A**-»**-**-A-A-A-A A A A A A A-A-A-A A A A A A-A-A-A-A-A A-A A A A A A A A A A-A-A A A A A A
In addition to the detailed requirements of this specification, comply with
laws, ordinances, rules, and regulations of federal, state, and local
authorities regarding removing, handling, storing, transporting, and
disposing of lead waste materials. Comply with the applicable requirements
of the current issue of \-29 CFR 1910.1025-\. Submit matters regarding
interpretation of standards to the Contracting Officer for resolution
before starting work. Where specification requirements and the referenced
documents vary, the most stringent requirement shall apply. [The following
local laws, ordinances, criteria, rules and regulations regarding removing,
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1.4.8 Pre -Construction Conference
Along with the CIH, meet with the Contracting Officer to discuss in detail
the lead- containing paint removal \*work plan*\, including work procedures
and precautions for the work plan.
1 . 5 SUBMITTALS
NOTE: Where a "G" in asterisk tokens follows a
submittal item, it indicates Government approval for
that item. Add "G" in asterisk tokens following any
added or existing submittal items deemed
sufficiently critical, complex, or aesthetically
significant to merit approval by the Government.
Submittal items not designated with a "G" will be
approved by the CQC organization.
A ,A'A'A-A"A-A-A'AA-A"A-A"A"A-ATlWlnA"AT^^ * * * A-k-A-k-k
Submit the following in accordance with Section \-01300-\, "Submittals."
1.5.1 \*SD-02, Manufacturer's Catalog Data*\
a. \*Vacuum filters*\
b. \*Respirators*\
c. Paint removal materials and applicable \*material safety data
sheets*\
1.5.2 \*SD-08, Statements*\
a. \*Qualifications of CIH*\
b. \*Lead- containing paint removal plan*\
c. \*Rental equipment notification*\
d. Completed and signed hazardous waste \*manifest*\ from treatment or
disposal facility
e. CIH approval of \*work plan*\ (signature, date, and certification
number)
[f . EPA approved hazardous waste treatment or \*disposal facility*\
for lead disposal]
[g. \*Hazardous waste management plan*\]
h. \*Laboratory shall be accredited*\
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1.5.2.1 \*Qualifications of CIH*\
Submit name, address, and telephone number of the CIH selected to perform
responsibilities in paragraph entitled "CIH Responsibilities." Provide
previous experience of the CIH. Submit proper documentation that the
Industrial Hygienist is certified by the American Board of Industrial
Hygiene in comprehensive practice, including certification number and date
of certification/recertification
.
1.5.2.2 \*Lead- containing Paint Removal Plan*\
Submit a detailed job -specific plan of the work procedures to be used in
the removal of lead- containing paint. The plan shall include a sketch
showing the location, size, and details of lead control areas, location and
details of decontamination rooms, change rooms, shower facilities, and
mechanical ventilation system. Include in the plan, eating, drinking,
smoking and restroom procedures, interface of trades, sequencing of lead
related work, collected wastewater and paint debris disposal plan, air
sampling plan, respirators, protective equipment, and a detailed
description of the method of containment of the operation to ensure that
airborne lead concentrations of 30 micrograms per cubic meter of air are
not exceeded outside of the lead control area. Include air sampling,
training and strategy, sampling methodology, frequency, duration of
sampling, and qualifications of air monitoring personnel in the air
sampling portion of the plan. Obtain approval of the plan prior to the
start of paint removal work.
1.5.2.3 Testing Laboratory
Submit the name, address, and telephone number of the testing laboratory
selected to perform the monitoring, testing, and reporting of airborne
concentrations of lead. Provide proper documentation that persons
performing the analysis have been judged proficient by successful
participation within the last year in the National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) Proficiency Analytical Testing (PAT)
Program. The \*laboratory shall be accredited*\ by the American Industrial
Hygiene Association (AIHA) . Provide AIHA documentation along with date of
accreditation/reaccreditation.




Submit \*monitoring results*\ to the Contracting Officer within 3 working
days, signed by the testing laboratory employee performing the air
monitoring, the employee that analyzed the sample, and the CIH.
1.5.4 \*SD-13, Certificates*\
a. \*Vacuum filters*\
b. Certification of \*medical examinations*\
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c. Employee \*training certification*\
d. \*Respiratory protection program*\




1.6.1 Title to Materials
Materials resulting from demolition work, except as specified otherwise,
shall become the property of the Contractor and shall be disposed of in
accordance with Section \-02050—\, "Demolition and Removal," except as
specified herein.
1.7 EQUIPMENT
A A A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A A-A-A-A-A-A-A-*-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-*-*-Jlr*-A-*-A-*-* irk*A A * A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A*^*A-A-A^A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-AAAA
NOTE: Verify the number of sets required with
OICC/ROICC.
A A A A A A A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A A-A-k+-A-A-A-A-A~A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A A'A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-VA-A A A A A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-*» » *
Furnish the Contracting Officer with [two] [ ] complete sets of
personal protective equipment daily, as required herein, for entry into and
inspection of the paint removal work within the lead controlled area.
Personal protective equipment shall include fitted respirators and
disposable whole body covering, including appropriate foot, head, and hand
protection. PPE shall remain the property of the Contractor.
1.7.1 \*Respirators*\
Furnish appropriate respirators approved by the NIOSH, Department of Health
and Human Services, for use in atmospheres containing lead dust.
Respirators shall comply with the requirements of \-29 CFR 1910.1025-\.
1.7.2 Special Protective Clothing
Furnish personnel who will be exposed to lead-contaminated dust with
appropriate disposable protective whole body clothing, head covering,
gloves, and foot coverings. Furnish appropriate disposable plastic or
rubber gloves to protect hands . Reduce the level of protection only after
obtaining approval from the CIH.
1.7.3 \*Rental Equipment Notification*\
If rental equipment is to be used during lead- containing paint handling and
disposal, notify the rental agency in writing concerning the intended use
of the equipment. Furnish a copy of the written notification to the
Contracting Officer.
1.7.4 \*Vacuum Filters*\
\-UL 586 -\ labeled HEPA filters.
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PART 2 PRODUCTS
2.1 PAINT REMOVAL PRODUCTS
Submit applicable \*Material Safety Data Sheets*\ for paint removal
products used in paint removal work. Use the least toxic product [suitable
for the job] [acceptable to the Industrial Hygienist]
.
2.2 Abrasive Materials
* * A A A A-M-A-k-k-kkk-A-k-*rtc*rk'A-A-kA A Akk-k-A-trick** AA-A"kmk-A-A-A-A-k-AkmA+"A-A-k-*+-1rick++-A-A-A-AkA-kicA-A.-*rA-A tctrk
NOTE: Abrasive blasting is not allowed for Pearl
Harbor Naval Shipyard projects.
A A A A A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-AtA-A-A A-A-A-A-A-* AAA A-A-A'A-A'A-A-A-A'A A A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A k * A"A-AA-A-A-A-A-A A A A'A AA A A A
Abrasive blasting materials shall meet the requirements of \-MIL-A-22262-\
for limits on chemical composition and hazardous material ingredients.
2.2.1 Limits on the Composition of Abrasive Materials
The soluble metal content and the total metal content shall not exceed
values which would cause a material to be classified as a hazardous waste
as specified in \-MIL-A-22262-\-
PART 3 EXECUTION
3 . 1 PROTECTION
3.1.1 Notification
\+Notify the Contracting Officer [20] [ ] days prior to the start of
any paint removal work.+\
3.1.2 Lead Control Area Requirements
a. Establish a lead control area by completely enclosing with
[containment screens] [ ] the area or structure where
lead- containing paint removal operations will be performed.
b. Contain removal operations by the use of a negative pressure full
containment system with at least one change room and with HEPA
filtered exhaust.
3.1.3 Protection of Existing Work to Remain
Perform paint removal work without damage or contamination of adjacent
areas. Where existing work is damaged or contaminated, restore work to
its original condition or better.
3.1.4 Boundary Requirements
Provide physical boundaries around the lead control area by roping off the
area [designated on the plans] or providing curtains, portable partitions
or other enclosures to ensure that airborne concentrations of lead will not
reach 30 micrograms per cubic meter of air outside of the lead control




NOTE: Verify with the activity furniture/equipment
requirements
.
A A A A A-****lMlr***»**»*********^ '» A * ******* ********* A A A A
[The Government will remove furniture and equipment from the work area
before lead- containing paint removal work begins.] [Furniture [ ] and
equipment will remain in the building. Protect and cover furnishings or
remove furnishings from the work area and store in a location approved by
the Contracting Officer.]
3.1.6 Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning (HVAC) Systems
Shut down, lock out, and isolate HVAC systems that supply, exhaust, or pass
through the lead control areas. Seal intake and exhaust vents in the lead
control area with 6 -mil plastic sheet and tape. Seal seams in HVAC
components that pass through the lead control area. [Provide temporary
HVAC system for areas in which HVAC has been shut down outside the lead
control area.
]
3.1.7 Change Room and Shower Facilities
Provide clean change rooms and shower facilities within the physical
boundary around the designated lead control area in accordance with
requirements of \-29 CFR 1910.1025-\.
3.1.8 Mechanical Ventilation System
A A A A A A A A-A 1 A A A"A'A'A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A**<r*-AT»r^^ ********** A A A A A A
NOTE: Recirculation of HEPA filtered air from
lead operations is not recommended per OPNAVINST
5100. 2 3B, Chapter 3.
A A A A A A-A-A-A A'A'A-A-A^'A A A'A-A'A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A^-A-A-A-A-A'A-A'AAA'A 'A'A^'A'A'A-ATA^ n^AT)k-A-A-A-A-*Tfc A********** AAA
a. Use adequate ventilation to control personnel exposure to lead in
accordance with \-29 CFR 1926. 57
-\,
b. To the extent feasible, use fixed local exhaust ventilation
connected to HEPA filters or other collection systems, approved by
the industrial hygienist. Local exhaust ventilation systems shall
be designed, constructed, installed, and maintained in accordance
with \-ANSI Z9.2-V
[c. If air from exhaust ventilation is recirculated into the work
place, the system shall have a high efficiency filter with reliable
back-up filter and controls to monitor the concentration of lead in
the return air and to bypass the recirculation system automatically
if it fails. Air may be recirculated only where exhaust to the
outside is not feasible.]
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3.1.9 Personnel Protection
Personnel shall wear and use protective clothing and equipment as specified
herein. Eating, smoking, or drinking is not permitted in the lead control
area. No one will be permitted in the lead control area unless they have
been given appropriate training and protective equipment.
3.1.10 Warning Signs
Provide warning signs at approaches to lead control areas. Locate signs at
such a distance that personnel may read the sign and take the necessary
precautions before entering the area. Signs shall comply with the
requirements of \-29 CFR 1910.1025-\.
3.2 WORK PROCEDURES
Perform removal of lead- containing paint in accordance with approved
lead- containing paint removal plan. Use procedures and equipment required
to limit occupational and environmental exposure to lead when
lead- containing paint is removed in accordance with \-29 CFR 1910.1025-\,
except as specified herein. Dispose of removed paint chips and associated
waste in compliance with Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), federal,
state, and local requirements.
3.2.1 Personnel Exiting Procedures
Whenever personnel exit the lead- controlled area, they shall perform the
following procedures and shall not leave the work place wearing any
clothing or equipment worn during the work day:
a. Vacuum themselves off.
b. Remove protective clothing in the decontamination room, and place





d. Change to clean clothes prior to leaving the physical boundary
designated around the lead- contaminated job site.
3.2.2 Monitoring
Monitoring of airborne concentrations of lead shall be in accordance with
\-29 CFR 1910.1025-\ and as specified herein. \+Air monitoring, testing,
and reporting shall be performed by a CIH or an Industrial Hygiene (IH)
Technician who is under the direction of the CIH.+\
*********** * * ****** * * *-*••* * ** * * A * *-*-* * * A *•* * * * A A********* A * * * * * * * * * ** * * * ** ***
NOTE: Include the bracketed sentence as necessary
for PACNAVFACENGCOM projects.
************ ******** ** * * ************* * * * * ** * * ************ * * * In************ *
a. The CIH or the IH Technician under the direction of the CIH shall
be on the jobsite directing the monitoring, and inspecting the
lead-containing paint removal work to ensure that the requirements
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of the Contract have been satisfied during the entire
lead- containing paint removal operation. [The CIH shall be
[located on the Island of Oahu] [ ] during the entire
lead- containing paint removal operation.]
b. Take personal air monitoring samples on employees who are
anticipated to have the greatest risk of exposure as determined by
the CIH. In addition, take air monitoring samples on at least 25
percent of the work crew or a minimum of two employees , whichever
is greater, during each work shift.
************•****** * * * * * * * * *-* * * *-*-*-* **-* * * ** A-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-***-*-*-*-*-* * * * ******** * * * * *
NOTE: Take into account the availability and
location of adequate laboratory facilities in
relation to the location of the job site and the
relative exposure risk associated with exceeding the
action level at the designated physical boundaries,
i.e., a remote fuel storage tank, versus a house
exterior in a housing area.
*******************************^ * * ************************ * * * *
c. Submit results of air monitoring samples, signed by the CIH, within
[16] [24] [ ] hours after the air samples are taken. Notify
the Contracting Officer immediately of exposure to lead at or in
excess of the action level of 30 micrograms per cubic meter of air
outside of the lead control area.
3.2.2.1 Monitoring During Paint Removal Work
Perform personal and area monitoring during the entire paint removal
operation. Sufficient area monitoring shall be conducted at the physical
boundary to ensure unprotected personnel are not exposed above 30
micrograms per cubic meter of air at all times. If the outside boundary
lead levels are at or exceed 30 micrograms per cubic meter of air, work
shall be stopped and the CIH shall immediately correct the condition(s)
causing the increased levels and notify the Contracting Officer
immediately. The CIH shall review the sampling data collected on that day
to determine if condition(s) requires any further change in work methods.
Removal work shall resume when approval is given by the CIH. The
Contractor shall control the lead level outside of the work boundary to
less than 30 micrograms per cubic meter of air at all times. As a minimum,
conduct area monitoring daily on each shift in which lead paint removal
operations are performed in areas immediately adjacent to the lead control
area. For outdoor operations, at least one sample on each shift shall be
taken on the downwind side of the lead control area. If adjacent areas are
contaminated, clean and visually inspect contaminated areas. The CIH shall
certify that the area has been cleaned of lead contamination.
3.3 LEAD-CONTAINING PAINT REMOVAL
****** * '******** * ***** * * * * * * *-* * * ********** ****** * * * * * '* * * * * * * ** * * * *-* * ** * * * * *
NOTE: See Note A located at rear of text.
******** *************-**-**
-*^T*-*-*»**-*-*-*-********T*T>Tfc-**-* -****** * * ** * * ************
[Manual or power sanding of interior and exterior surfaces is not
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permitted. ] Remove paint within the areas designated on the drawings in
order to completely expose the substrate. Take whatever precautions are
necessary to minimize damage to the underlying substrate.
3.3.1 Indoor Lead Paint Removal
3.3.1.1 Selection
»*»» * ** * * *** * * * ** **•* * * A A-A * k •k'krk***************************A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A k trickk * k
NOTE: See Note B located at rear of text.
A k'k-k'k'k-k-k-k+rk^rk-k^rk^ck^rkrk&k-krk-k^^ k"k'k"knk A^-k*icArk-A-ArA'AmA -A k k A-A-A A k k A-A-A-A-A-A-A1A kkk
Select paint removal processes to minimize contamination of work areas with
lead- contaminated dust or other lead- contaminated debris/waste. This paint
removal process should be described in the lead- containing paint removal
plan. [Perform manual sanding and scraping to the maximum extent
feasible.
]
3.3.1.2 Mechanical Paint Removal and Blast Cleaning
Perform mechanical paint removal and blast cleaning in lead control areas
using negative pressure full containments with HEPA filtered exhaust.
Collect paint residue and spent grit (used abrasive) from blasting
operations for disposal in accordance with EPA, state and local
requirements
.
3.3.2 Outdoor Lead Paint Removal
* krk kk'krk-k'k A 1A'A'AtA'A-A'A'A-A'A-A"*****1A'A 'A-A-A-A-A-A-A'A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A ' kmkmkmk"kmk,,k,kmkmk"kmk'k"kmkmk A k 'k-k-k-krk 'A-A-A'A-AAAA*
NOTE: Use on a case-by-case basis after consulting
with the local Industrial Hygienist for recommended
practices, procedures, and precautions.
* * * A A"A-A-A1 k 'AA-A-A'* k *"*-A'A-A"A"A"*"ilr*Tfc^<n<n>r^ k 'A-A-A-A-A 1kkkkA A Ak*
3.3.2.1 Selection
Select paint removal processes to minimize contamination of work areas with
lead- contaminated dust or other lead- contaminated debris/waste. This paint
removal process should be described in the lead- containing paint removal
plan. [Perform manual sanding and scraping to the maximum extent
feasible.
3.4 SURFACE PREPARATIONS
Irk** A 1*-*-*'*-*-* * * * * *-**kkkk********* A A Ark k k A-A A A kkk ** * ***AA * * A'A-A-A-AA-A-A-A A-A-A-A-AAAkkkk
NOTE: Use if paint removal is from metal or
concrete surfaces.
************ A A A A-A-A****************** A A-*-* A k k***************rk***************
Avoid flash rusting or other deterioration of the substrate. Provide
surface preparations for painting in accordance with Section \-09900-\,
"Painting."
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3.5 CLEANUP AND DISPOSAL
3.5.1 Cleanup
A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A AA A A-*-A-A-A-A'A-*-*-A-A-A-A-A-*-*-* A-A 'A-A-A-A-A'A-A-A A A * A-A-A-A A A -A-A A A A A-A-A-A-A-A A-A-A A A IHHtH
NOTE: Verify with the local Industrial Hygienist if
vet mopping of the work area and surfaces is
necessary.
AAA A A-A-A-A-A-A-A'AA A-A-Ar>r*-A-*T»rA-A-A-^^ A-A-A-A-A1A A-A-A-A-A-A A A AAA *
Maintain surfaces of the lead control area free of accumulations of paint
chips and dust. Restrict the spread of dust and debris; keep waste from
being distributed over the work area. Do not dry sweep or use compressed
air to clean up the area. At the end of each shift and when the paint
removal operation has been completed, clean the area of visible lead paint




The CIH shall certify in writing that the inside and outside the lead
control area air monitoring samples are less than 30 micrograms per cubic
meter of air, the respiratory protection for the employees was adequate,
the work procedures were performed in accordance with \-29 CFR 1910. 1025
-\,
and that there were no visible accumulations of lead-contaminated paint and
dust on the worksite. Do not remove the lead control area or roped-off
boundary and warning signs prior to the Contracting Officer's receipt of
the CIH's certification. Reclean areas showing dust or residual paint
chips
.
** A A 'A-A-AnH-A-A-A'A-A-A'*-A-A-A-A-A-**A-A-*-*-A-A-*TMhlWHWhfc-*^^ * * '*^H^^^^A^>n^nlhlH^A-A^ fc A A *-A^* A^^A A-A^A-* A **
NOTE: Add testing if required to be performed by
the Contractor.
AAA A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-*-A-A-A-A-A-*-A-A-A^ A"A-A-A-A-*-A-A-A"A A * * A-A-A-A A A A-A-A-A-A-*1
3.5.3 Testing of Lead- Containing Paint Residue [and Used Abrasive]
[Where indicated or when directed by the Contracting Officer,] test lead
containing paint residue [and used abrasive] in accordance with \-40 CFR
261
-\ for hazardous waste.
3.5.4 Disposal
A A A A A A A-A-A-A A A A-A-A-A A A A A A-A A A A-A"A-A-A-*-A"A-A-*-*-A-A"*-A *-*-*-*-A-*-*-A-*-*-A-A-A-A-A-A A * ** * * * *-* * *A * ** * * * A
NOTE: Notify the activity that Federal regulations
(40 CFR 260-265) require a U.S. EPA generator
identification number for use on the Uniform
Hazardous Waste Manifest prior to commencement of
removal work.
»aaaaa-aaa-a-a-a-a-a-a-aaaa-a-a-aaaaa-a-aaaaaaaaaaaa *t»-ata-**-a-aaaaaaaaaaaaa aa aaaaa-a-»a-aaaaa
a a a a a a a -a-a-a aaaaaaaaa a-a-a-a aaa a-a-a a a-*-*-*-a-*-*-a-*-*-*-*-*-*-* a a a-a a * * **-* * * * ******* ** * * *aaa *
NOTE: Use this option if transportation and
disposal has been arranged with PWD/FWC. Verify
procedures with PWD/PWC.
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A-A-A-A-A-A-A^-A-A-A A A A A-A-A-A-A-*-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-AA A-A-A-A-*****-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-AlA -A-A-A A A A-A-A-A-AA-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A A-
A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A'A-A A-A-A-A-A-A -A-A-A-A-A-A-*-A-A-A"A"A A'A-A-A-A-ATln<n»rATAT<i,*-*-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A A A-A-A-A-A-A A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A* A A A A *
NOTE: For PACNAVFACENGCOM projects, see Note C at
end of text.
A-A-A-A-A-A A A-A-A-A-*-A-A-A-A"A-A-A-A-A-A-**-A'A A A A A A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A'A-A-A'A-A-A-A-A-A A'A'A A-A^'A-A* A AA-A-A-A'A A A-A ' A-A-A *
a. Collect lead- contaminated waste, scrap, debris, bags, containers,
equipment, and lead- contaminated clothing, which may produce
airborne concentrations of lead particles
.
b. Store removed paint, lead- contaminated clothing and equipment, and
lead- contaminated dust and cleaning debris into U.S. Department of
Transportation (\-49 CFR 178-\) approved 55-gallon drums. Properly
label each drum to identify the type of waste (\-49 CFR 172
-\) and
the date lead- contaminated wastes were first put into the drum.
Obtain and complete the Uniform Hazardous Waste Manifest forms from
[Activity Staff Civil Engineer located at [ ] ] [ ]
.
Comply with land disposal restriction notification requirements as
required by \-40 CFR 268
-\. At least 14 days prior to delivery,
notify the Contracting Officer who will arrange for job site
inspection of the drums and manifests by [PWC Hazardous Waste
Storage Facility personnel] [ ]. As necessary, make lot
deliveries of hazardous wastes to the [PWC Hazardous Waste Storage
Facility] [ ] to ensure that drums do not remain on the jobsite
longer than 90 calendar days from the date affixed to each drum.
A-A-A-A-**-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-*-A-A-A"A*^^ A-A-A 1A A A * A A
NOTE: Use this option if the Contractor is to
dispose of hazardous waste.
AAA A' A-A-A-A-A-A-At* AAA A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-AtA-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A"^^^ A A A A A A A
A A A A A-A-A A A A A A A*-A-A-A-A-A-A- A"A-A-A A-A-AA-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-AA-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A'A-A-A-A-A-A A A-A-A-A-A* A A-A-A-A A A A A A
NOTE: Research state, regional, and local laws,
regulations, and statutes and revise the
specifications accordingly.
A-A-A-A-A1A-A-A-A-A-A A A-A-A-A-A-A-A-*-A-A-A'A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A"A A-* A A A A A A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A A A-A-AAAAAAAAAAAAA
a. Collect lead- contaminated waste, scrap, debris, bags, containers,
equipment, and lead- contaminated clothing which may produce
airborne concentrations of lead particles. Label the containers in
accordance with \-29 CFR 1910. 1025
-\. Dispose of lead-contaminated
waste material at a [EPA] [or] [state] approved hazardous waste
treatment, storage, or disposal facility off Government property.
A A A A A-A-AA-A-A-A-A-A-A A A A-A-A-A-A A A A-A-A
A
-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-AtA-A-A-A-A-AA A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-ATA-A-***-A-*-ATATfc-A-*-A-AA A A A A A A A
NOTE: Hawaii does not have an EPA or State approved
hazardous waste landfill.
•A-A-A-A-A-A A A A 'A 'A A A A A-A-A-A-A AAA A A AA-A-A-A-A-A-A-A -A-A A A A -A-A A-A A-A A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A A-A-AA A A A A A-A-A-A-*-A-A-A-A AAA *
b. Store waste materials in U.S. Department of Transportation (\-49
CFR 178-\) approved 55-gallon drums. Properly label each drum to
identify the type of waste (\-49 CFR 172
-\) and the date the drum
was filled. The Contracting Officer or an authorized
representative will assign an area for interim storage of
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waste -containing drums. Do not store hazardous waste drums in
interim storage longer than 90 calendar days from the date affixed
to each drum.
c. Handle, store, transport, and dispose lead or lead- contaminated
waste in accordance with \-40 CFR 260-\, \-40 CFR 261-\, \-40 CFR
262-\, \-40 CFR 263-\, \-40 CFR 264-\, and \-40 CFR 265-\. Comply
with land disposal restriction notification requirements as
required by \-40 CFR 268
-\.
3.5.5 Disposal Documentation
NOTE: Include the following paragraph if the
Contractor is to dispose of hazardous waste
.
A A A 'A A A-A-A-A-A-A AA-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A *******A1**A**A*A-A-A-A-A-A"A-*-A-*-A-A-A-A-A-A-A A'A******
Submit written evidence that the hazardous waste treatment, storage, or
\*disposal facility*\ (TSD) is approved for lead disposal by the EPA and
state or local regulatory agencies. Submit one copy of the completed
\*manifest*\, signed and dated by the initial transporter in accordance
with \-40 CFR 262-\.
3.5.6 Payment for Hazardous Waste
Payment for disposal of hazardous waste will not be made until a signed
copy of the manifest from the treatment or disposal facility certifying the
amount of lead- containing materials delivered is returned and a copy
is furnished to the Government.
-- End of Section --
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CRITERIA NOTES
NOTE A: Use bracketed prohibition on manual and
power sand when appropriate. Large scale manual or
power sanding of painted surfaces should never be
allowed in family housing, administrative buildings,
galleys, barracks, etc., due to problems associated
with the resulting dust fallout/contamination of
crevices and cracks which may retain unseen
quantities of lead- contaminated dust. Use of this
type of removal technique for exteriors of the
aforementioned facility types should be extremely
limited, because the resulting airborne dust could
result in significant contamination of the ground in
the immediate vicinity of the facility. Manual or
power sanding of interior and exterior surfaces may
be an acceptable work method only if appropiate
controls for personnel/environmental protection are
in place.
NOTE B: Listed below are various types of paint
removal techniques. Designer may be required to
specify a particular technique in order to limit
potential conflicts or problems.




d. Power Tool Cleaning
e. Vet Abrasive Blasting
2. Steel and Metal Surfaces (Industrial)
a. Power/Hand Tool Cleaning
b. Dry Abrasive Blast with Water Ring (Wet "Halo")
c. Wet Abrasive Blast
d. Low Volume High Pressure Water Blast
NOTE C: Verify and arrange with Disposal Facility
(PWC Pearl Harbor Utilities Department or Pearl
Harbor Naval Shipyard) prior to specifying hazardous
waste disposal by the Government.
1. PWC Pearl Harbor Disposal: Manifest forms are
obtained from Naval Station Port Services located at
Building 150, Naval Station, Pearl Harbor. PWC
Hazardous Waste Storage Facility is located at
Building 530, Naval Supply Center, Pearl Harbor.
2. Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard Disposal: Manifest
forms are obtained from Shipyard Code 308.12 located
at Building 327, Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard, Pearl
Harbor. Shipyard Hazardous Waste Storage "Area" is
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located at the C and D Lot, Pearl Harbor Naval
Shipyard, Pearl Harbor. Consult Pearl Harbor Naval
Shipyard for additional information.
NOTE D: Suggestions for improvement of this
specification will be welcomed using the "Agency
Response Form" located in SPECSINTACT under "System
Directory" or DD Form 1426. Suggestions should be
forwarded to:
Commanding Officer
Naval Construction Battalion Center
Civil Engineer Support Office
Code DS03
Port Hueneme, CA 93043-5000
End
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The following is provided as guidance for use of this Naval Facilities
Guide Specification (NFGS)
:
1. The NFGS is in the three-part Section format established by the
Construction Specifications Institute and adopted by the Department of
the Navy. The specification is in the SPECSINTACT format to
accommodate editing the magnetic media edition using the SPECSINTACT
Computer System to produce the project specification section.
2. Technical Notes are interspersed in the body of the specification, if
they are ten lines or less, and are separated from the text by a line
of asterisks above and below the note. Technical Notes more than ten
lines or repeated more than three times remain at the end of the
specification under the heading "Criteria Notes," with a notation in
the text. All Technical Notes and Criteria Note notations immediately
precede the text to which they apply. DO NOT PRINT CRITERIA
(TECHNICAL) NOTES OR NOTATIONS IN THE FINAL MANUSCRIPT OF THE PROJECT
SPECIFICATION SECTION CREATED FROM THIS GUIDE SPECIFICATION. (Notes
can be deleted automatically when using SPECSINTACT.)
3. Do not refer to this guide specification in the project specification.
Use it as a manuscript to prepare the project specifications. Edit and
modify this guide specification to meet project requirements. Where
"as shown," "as indicated," "as detailed," or words of similar import
are used, include all requirements so designated on the project
drawings
.
4. Do not include the following parts of this NFGS in the project
specification:
a. Signature Sheet —
b. Table of Contents
. .
c. Notes or Criteria Notes
d. Sketches, if any
e. General Notes
f. Other supplemental information, if any, attached to this guide
specification.
Use all parts listed above in the editing process but, when working
with printed copy, detach them (where possible) as the first step in
editing this guide specification for inclusion in a project
specification. (All parts listed above are automatically deleted when
printing without notes in SPECSINTACT.) If required for the
construction contract, sketches and figures shall be placed on the
project drawings. Where there are no project drawings, sketches and
figures may be included as a part of the project specification, if
required.
c c
5. Project title shall be placed in the upper left corner of each page and
is limited to 66 character spaces on one line. (Automatically printed
when using SPECSINTACT if the project title is entered as the title in
the Job Set-Up Screen)
.
6. Project specification number shall be placed in the upper right corner
of each page. (Automatically printed when using SPECSINTACT if the
project specification number is entered as the job name in the Job
Set-Up Screen.)
7. Project specification section number and page number shall be centered
at the bottom of each page of the section created from this guide
specification. (Automatically printed when using SPECSINTACT.)
8
.
Where numbers , symbols , words
,
phrases , clauses , sentences , or
paragraphs in this guide specification are enclosed in brackets, [], a
choice or modification must be made; delete inapplicable portion(s) and
brackets. Where blank spaces enclosed in brackets occur, insert
appropriate data. Delete inapplicable text and, if not using
SPECSINTACT, renumber subsequent articles, paragraphs, sub -paragraphs,
accordingly. (Renumbering is done automatically during the print
process when using SPECSINTACT.)
9. In compliance with CSI format, article 1.1 SUMMARY has been added to
the specification. Use of this article is considered optional by CSI.
NAVFAC does not use this article. Article 1.1 shall be deleted for a
project specification, but must be present in all guide specifications.
10. Article title has been changed to "REFERENCES" and is always numbered
1.2. This article contains no numbered paragraphs or subparagraphs.
Each organization's publications are listed beneath the organization
name. Revision letters or dates identifying the current edition of the
publication appear in the column with the title.
11. The latest issue of the referenced publications shall be used, but only
after reviewing the latest issue to ensure that it will satisfy the
minimum essential requirements of the project. If the latest issue of
a referenced publication does not satisfy project requirements:
1. Use the issue shown; or
2
.
Select and refer to a document which does ; or
3 Incorporate the pertinent requirements from the document into the
project specification.
Inform the Preparing Activity and NAVFACENGCOM if the latest issue of a
referenced publication is not compatible with this guide specification.
Delete those publications not referred to in the text of this section
created from this guide specification.
12. The "SUBMITTALS" article in Part 1 of the section includes a coding
system on the magnetic media edition. This provides a project
"Submittals List" automatically when editing the magnetic media edition
utilizing the SPECSINTACT computer programs on appropriate hardware.
cThe coding system prints two letters and two numbers on the hard copy
for each Submittal type (i.e. SD-14 for "Samples"). The letters and
number (i.e., SD-14 for "Samples") are Submittal Descriptions defined
in Section 01300, "Submittals."
13. Specifications shall not repeat information shown on the drawings.
Specifications shall establish the quality of materials and
workmanship, methods of installation, equipment functions, and testing
required for the project. Drawings shall indicate dimensions of
construction, relationship of materials, quantities, and location and
capacity of equipment.
14. CAUTION: Coordination of this section with other sections of the
project specification and with the drawings is mandatory. If materials
or equipment are to be furnished under this section and installed under
other sections or are indicated on the drawings, state that fact
clearly for each type of material and item of equipment. Review the
entire project specification and drawings to ensure that language is
included to provide complete and operational systems and equipment.
15. Any changes or revisions to this document, since the date of the
original approval for NAVFAC, have been performed by the Guide
Specifications Division (Code DS03) located at the Naval Construction
Battalion Center at Port Hueneme, California 93043-5000. (Phone: 805
982-6103)
16. Suggestions for improvement of this specification will be welcomed
using the "Agency Reponse Form" located in SPECSINTACT under "System
Directory" or DD Form 1426. Suggestions should be forwarded to:
Commanding Officer
Naval Construction Battalion Center
Civil Engineer Support Office
Code DS03
Port Hueneme, CA 93043-5000
-- End of General Notes --
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